
Facilitator Training:

Workshops for LGBTQ+
Youth & Allies



Objectives

« Learn specific ways to create and sustain
affirming spaces for LGBTQ+ youth.

« Identify LGBTQ+ youth resources in San

Diego.

« Review curriculum: “Love Your Body,”

“Safer Sex," and “Healthy Relationships.”



»Bathrooms

Q »Cell phones/laptops

» Snacks

» Lunch

» Budget strings for subs

at end of day



Group Agreements

» Respect

» Don't Yuck My Yum

» One Diva, One Mic

» Step Up, Step Back

» Confidentiality

» Use "I" Statements

» Oops and Ouch

» Don't call anyone out or put someone on the spot in
front of the group



Introduction

Please share: WE

< E Name

me Gender Pronouns
(she/her/hers, he/him/his, they/them/theirs, zie/hir/hirs)

< “ School and Position
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Sexual Orientation v.

Gender Identity

Sexual Orientation Gender Identity

> A person's romantic » A person's genuine,
atfraction fo people of the infernal, deeply-rooted
i ha same gender, identification as male or
other gender. female.

» Sexual orientation is about Al oh q
whom we're attracted > Al people have a gender
to. Gender identity is about ~~ identity, not just
who we are. Trans people transgender people.
can have any sexual
orientation.



SEX GENDER
» Assigned at birth » Attitudes, feelings,

» Printed on child's original ghoracteriics. ond
birth certificate he oem

} culture associates with
» Based on physical being male or female and

characteristics such as that are often labeled as
hormones, chromosomes, “masculine” or “feminine.”

Eat » Gender characteristics can
change over time and are
different between cultures.
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Gender Binary

» The Gender Binary: is a social construct that situates “male”
and “female” as synonymous with “man” and “woman” and
dictates how people assigned to these categories should act.
This limited system excludes and oppresses trans, nonbinary,
intersex, and gender-nonconforming people.

» Cis-gender: Describes someone whose sex assigned at birth
aligns with their gender identity.



Transgender

Umbrella term for people whose

gender identity differs from the sex
or gender assigned at birth, and for

those whose gender expression

differs from what is culturally

expected of them (Gender Non-
Conforming).

Transgender woman, transgender

man, genderqueer, non-binary, two-
spirit



Diversity Within the Trans

» Sexual Orientation

» Bodies

» Transitions

» Ability to “pass” & desire to do so

» Plus every other kind of diversity

(racial, cultural, ability, etc.)



How to be an Ally to Trans

People

» Respect all gender identities

» Don't make assumptions about anyone's gender or
sexuality

» Un-learn gender policing

» De-gender bathrooms

» Take the burden off of trans people

» PGP: Personal Gender Pronouns are what a person should
be referred to as.

» Respect everyone's right to define themselves!

» Otherse?



Privilege
Heterosexual and
Cisgender Privilege:

J Societal assumption that
all people are

heterosexual and/or
cisgender.

@ Civil rights and social
privileges that a
heterosexual/cisgender

@ person automatically
receives.



f .

Let's Break it Down

» 40% of all homeless youth identify as LGBT.

» LGB youth are 4 times more likely, and questioning youth are 3
times more likely, to attempt suicide as their straight peers.

» Nearly 1/5 of students are physically assaulted because of
their sexual orientation.

» 40% of LGB youth attempt suicide.

» 1/3 Transgender youth attempt suicide.



’Let's Break It Down

Of those who expressed a transgender identity or gender
non-conformity while in grades K-12:

78% experienced harassment
35% experienced physical assault

12% experienced sexual violence
15% said harassment so bad it led them to leave school.

Respondents harassed/discriminated against by teachers
in K-12 settings (33%) showed dramatically worse health
outcomes than other respondents

High rates of family rejection: 57% experienced significant
family rejection and 51% of those people had attempted
suicide.
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Identity Petal Activity
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Foster Safe Environments

» Use inclusive language

» Respect preferences, ask when unsure

» Vdlidate individuals’ experiences

» Listen

» Be comfortable with the terms

» Recognize multiple ages, races, abilities, sexualities,

genders, class backgrounds etc
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Visual display of support www.sandiegounified.org/safe

Lets students know where www.sandiegounified.ora/LGBIQ+
“safe spaces” exist

District encourages staff to
publicly identify as
supportive LGBTQ+ allies

Resources on back of OU BE

badge SAFE SCHOOLS



It’s Time For A Break



Curriculum

Implementation



» CA Ed Code requires parent notification for all comprehensive
sexual health and HIV/AIDS prevention education.

» Parents have the right to review curriculum prior to the instruction.

» Parents have the right to opt their child out of the lesson.

» Parents must be notified at least 14 days prior to instruction.

USE PROVIDED TEMPLATE TO NOTIFY PARENTS!

CA Ed Code Section 51938



Why LGBTQ+ Youth Curriculum]

Unique pressures and stigma around body image, relationships, and

Absence of LGBTQ+-specific sex education.

169 San Diego LGBTQ+ youth identified preferred topics for workshops:

“Sex education” selected 85 times

“Communicating with your partner” selected 77 times

~e ©
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LGBTQ+ Supportive Curriculum

Students in schools with a curriculum that specifically addressed

LGBTQ+ relationships and situations were more likely to report that

their classmates were somewhat or very accepting of LGBTQ+
people than other students (66.7% vs. 33.2%)

students with greater numbers of supportive staff had a greater
sense of being a part of their school community than other

students.

Students with a GSA/LGBTQ+ Club in their school report hearing

fewer homophobic remarks at school.

Students with a GSA/LGBTQ+ Club were less likely to feel unsafe

because of their sexual orientation than those without a GSA

(54.9% vs. 70.6%).



Setting Up the Space

Set up chairs/desks in a circle, if possible

Keep it interesting and engaging

Multi-directional learning

We are all experts in our own experiences

> YOUTH CENTERED! :

TEE.
EZFo -
Sites Sa



Group Agreements and

Introductions

» Why are these important?

o Culture of accountability and respect

o Expectations and tone

o Gives value to all voices

o Give students an opportunity to create common
agreements



Facilitation Do's

» Use gender pronouns requested by students

» Give everyone the chance to speak

» Allow youth to pass on any activity, but ask that they be part
of the circle

» Put student's thoughts and concerns at the center of the

conversation

» Use eye contact to make sure everyone feels seen and part of
the group



Facilitation: Don'ts

» Force anyone to speak

» Take it personally if people talk over each other

» Answer a question you don't know

» Allow a few students to dominate

» Out anyone in front of the group

» Expect to get through everything



Mandated reporters: child abuse, self-harm, or harm to others

Potential trigger topics: body image, abusive relationships,
consent/rape culture, STD's

Check in with students afterwards

Let students know if you can be a resource

Refer to OUT badge and district webpages for resources

Know about local mental health resources (see resources in
manual pages 55-56)

"1



» With your table group, discuss how you might handle the
following situations:

o Shy students who do not want to participate

o A few students dominating the space

o Students get off topic

o Student asks you a question you do not know

o Students calling other students out

o Student is triggered or becomes upset by a certain
conversation



Lesson Contents

Each lesson contains:

o Goals

o Objectives

o Lesson Outline

© Materials/Prep

o Key Messages

© Guidance for Instructors

o Lesson broken down by activity and time for each

© Additional Activities

© Summary/Evaluations

© Handouts



Workshops vs. Lessons

» Each workshop has a specific focus and contains multiple

activities that support the focus.

» Each workshop can be taught over numerous meetings.

» Workshops are intended to be taught:

«+ Within a GSA/LGBTQ+ Club or,

+ As an addition to the district-required sexual health curriculum within
a content-area classroom by a trained teacher.



» Why is this significant to the LGBTQ+ community?

Unique pressures faced by the LGBTQ+ community and sub communities

Common body image challenges

Multiple identities impact body image: race, age, ability, sexuality, gender

Gay and bisexual men experience the highest rates of disordered eating,
and LGBTQ+ adolescents experience higher levels of disordered eating and
negative body image than their heterosexual peers.

LGB students were 3 times more likely than heterosexual students to report
disordered eating behaviors, taking diet pills, and vomiting or taking laxatives
to lose weight (SDUSD 2015 YRBS).

Manual
Page 4



Love Your Body — Objectives

OBJECTIVES GOAL
after completing the lesson, To develop a liberating space for aparticipants will be able to: : ;
1. Identify and critically analyze factors diverse group of LGBTQ and allied

aa participants to discuss body image,
2. Understand the importance ofa social pressure and other stresses that

validating community in changing affect self-esteem.
negative body image.

3. Identify ways to overcome stigma
regarding LGBTQ bodies, gender and
sexual variance in order to create a
diverse, validating community.

4. Describe the connections between Manual
body image, self-esteem and sexual Page 4

health. (i Session 2 is completed.)



LESSON OUTLINE
This lesson is designed to include all MATERIALS & PREPARATION
activities in the order listed below. im :
However, based on the time limits and * Video Clips and AV Equipment
questions raised by participants, it may be » Paper (for activity)
necessary to alter the lesson. Please be ; ;
sure to discuss the key messages outined * Art Supplies (colored pencils, markers)

Ani « Evaluation Sheets
oh SH * Lesson Handouts and cards/brochures

on about your organization's services.
3. Group Activity: Positive Body Image © Flip charts (Optional)
4. Closing Group Discussion
5. Summary, Questions, Evaluation

Additional Lesson Materials: S
Body Image & Sexual Health ons
Supplemental Activities

on Page 4



Love Your Body — Key Messages

KEY MESSAGES OF THE LESSON

+ Everyone has insecurities. We are constantly bombarded with images of body and gender expectations
that are Photoshopped and unrealistic, which puts unreasonable pressures on all of us. While no person

is confident about their body at all times, these pressures can be especially difficult for LGBTQ

individuals, people of color and differently abled people, who are exposed to limited positive images of

themselves in popular media.

+ It'simportant to be critical of the images we see in the media and the ways those images affect how we

feel about ourselves and our bodies.
It's okay to love your body, and this is a space where we can start imagining what it would be like to

really love ourselves and our bodies. Body positivity is a process that we can each learn and practice.

# Creating body-positive spaces and challenging insensitive comments are ways to empower ourselves in
the face of negative pressures from outside. They are great ways to build community

diverse and affirming LGBTQ community.

o Body image and self-esteem can impact our physical, sexual, and emotional health.



» What does body image mean fo you?

» What factors influence body image?

» Talk to a partner: What does a person who is lesbian,

gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer look like?

+ How does LGBTQ identity relate to body image?

Do stereotypes come fo mind?

+ What are some issues with body image that might be
unique fo the LGBTQ community? 3 : :



» Straightlaced: How Gender's Got Us All Tied Up

» What did you notice about the video?

» What did you like/dislike about the messages of the

video?

» Could you relate to the people in the video?

«+ Use discussion questions from the Manual or come
up with your own.



Group Activity:

Positive Body Image

» Draw a self portrait and write up to 5 things
that you like about your body (can be things

your body has, does, is capable of, etc.).

» Share with your table mates:

+ What was this like?

+ Was it difficult or uncomfortable?

+ Why or why not?



» Lead final discussion emphasizing individual and
collective actions to overcome negative body image

and self-esteem.

» Questions to guide discussion:

+ Why is it important to take a stand against degrading
comments?

Why is it important fo be aware of stereotypes that we make?

+ Why is it important fo strives towards positive body image?



Supplemental Topic:

Body Image and Sexual Health

» What are the relationships between body image,
self-esteem, and sexual health?

» How might self-esteem play a role in sexual -
behaviors, communication, consent, etc.2 N l

» How does the media influence the way we feel
about our bodies and self-esteem?

= { on

oe
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What questions came up?

What was challenging?

How did you handle 

challenges?

What other challenges do 

you foresee coming up in a 

bigger group or with youth?

How would you address 

them?

Lesson Reflection 



&



Why Healthy Relationships Curriculum?

22% of LGB students report having ever experienced
being physically forced to have sex against their will,
compared to 6% of heterosexual students.

16% of LGB students report that “the person they were

going out with had ever threatened them, limited their
activities against their will, or made them feel unsafe in
any other way", compared to 5% of heterosexual
students.

Avoid closeted and abusive relationships.

Help to identify and report abuse.

Provide guidance on seeking healthy relationships.



Healthy Relationships

GOAL OBJECTIVES
Participants will develop skills and After completing the lesson,
enhance their ability to communicate pants wills athe tn

1. Identify factors that contribute to aregarding relationships, sex and aiid
protective behaviors. 2. Demonstrate assertive.

‘communication with a partner about
personal boundaries, condom or
contraceptive use, and STI testing.

3. Identify ways to reduce sexual risk
through partner communication and

Manual boundary setting.
Page 16 4. Define sexual consent and

understand their right to say no to
sex.



Healthy Relationships — Lesson Prep

LESSON OUTLINE

This lesson is designed to include all

activities in the order listed below. MATERIALS & PREPARATION

However, based on the time limits and » Lesson Handouts and cards/brochures

questions raised by participants, it may ‘about your organization's services
be necessary to alter the lesson. Please » Printed scenarios for activity

be sure to discuss the key messages » Evaluation Sheets

outlined on the next page. « Flip chart paper (orclassroom
chalk/white board)

1. Lesson Introduction » Markers or chalk

2. Group Discussion: Healthy
Relationships & Communication

3. Group Activity: Role Plays
4. Group Activity: Understandin,

Consent i Manual

5. Summary, Questions, Evaluation Page 16



Healthy Relationships — Key Messages

KEY MESSAGES OF THE LESSON

« Healthy relationships are characterized by trust, respect, and honest communication. Jealousy,

manipulation and abuse are warningsignsofan unhealthy relationship.
« An important part of any healthy relationship is open, honest communication. In romantic and sexual

relationships, open communication is important for both our emotional and physical health.
It's your partner's responsibility to respect your boundaries, and your responsibility to respect theirs.

+ Communicating about preventing STIs and pregnancy before having sex is important for protecting
yourself and your partner. It is important to use clear, direct messages when discussing your relationship

status, STI testing, and what contraceptives you plan to use.

« Use an assertive communication style. This includes making “I statements,” asking for what you want,
saying no to what you don’t want, and expressing yourself honestly.

type of relationship you have and whether you have had sex together in the past.
+ Open communication is the way to ensure that both partners actively consent to any sexual behavior.



‘GUIDANCE FOR INSTRUCTORS a

Neverassume the gender identity, sexual orientation, sexual experience level or practices of participants. Do
not “call out”/direct questions at individual participants based on stated or assumed practices or identities.

Be respectful of participants’ preferred language regarding personal gender pronouns and identity
terminology.

Use gender neutral terms throughout the lesson (unless otherwise indicated, as in the scenarios). For
‘example, when discussing relationships refer to partners rather than boyfriends/girfriends.

‘Don't push individual participants to share information about their identities) or experiences, but f they
choose to, validate and support them, Facilitators should acknowledgethe realities of stigma and
discrimination andhow this may affect individuals differently.

‘Avoidevergiving misinformation. If you are unsure of the answer to a question, look it up and report back
to participants during your next session together.

you are uncomfortable with the content ofa participant's question, validate the importance of the
question and your limitations in answering it. Refer them to one of the local clinics or youth programs listed
on the resource handout.

Use your discretion in terms of how long to spend on each section. If you are presenting at a GSA, be aware
that different GSAs have meetings of different lengths; if you are dividing the lesson into two sessions, ry to
find a natural stopping point in the discussion to end on.



Group
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Ll

1Am LGBTQ. Is My Relationship Healthy?
ou know your relationship is probablyhealthy f your pariner:

+ Respects your chosen gender pronouns of name.
+ Respects your boundaries.
+ Gives you space to hang out with fends and famiy without thinking you'r cheating
+ Doesnt take your money or tel you wht to buy.
+ Never threatens fo out you to people.
+ Nevertellsyouyourenotareal lesbian, gayman, rans personorwhateveryou identify asbecause you donthave sex
he way they want you to.

My Relationship is Unhealthy or Abusive
youre LGBTQ, you can face unique obsiacis to seeking help. Know hat you are not alone and the are places that

can help. Chat with a peer advocate or check out our referrals at oveisrespect ors. ff you're in an unhealthy or abusive
relationship, you have many options - including obtaining a domestic violence restraining order. Laws vay fom siate fo
state50 chatwith a peer advocate fo lear mre. Whetherofnot you'r readyoend the relationship, consider creating a
safety pian.



Group

Activity

Sl Review Scenario and

— on be ready to act it out

L in a Role Play.

SE



Role Play

» Get into pairs or groups and role play one of the scenarios.

> Use the communication styles discussed in previous lesson.

Be ready to act out scenario.

» Asa large group: Questions for Discussion

» What issues do you foresee when facilitating with students2



Ie Introduce the

foup concept of consent.

Activity Show video.

! ind Distribute handout
t Consent Guidelines.

Distribute to pairs:

Consent Scenarios.

Closing discussion.
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Why an LGBTQ+-focused

Safer Sex Lesson?

» SDUSD Youth Risk Behavior Survey, 2015:

o 40% of surveyed LGB students report having ever had sex, compared with

32% of heterosexual peers.

© More than 6% report having had sex before the age of 13, compared with

3% of heterosexual peers.

» Perceptions of risk for STIs:

© Only 1/3 of young adults (18-26) who tested positive for an STI considered
themselves to be at any risk.

© Perceived risk for STis is low among LGBTQ+ youth, particularly among WSW.

© 60% of HIV-positive YMSM considered themselves to be at “low risk" for HIV

contraction prior to leaming their status.

rtSsetetet iet



CALIFORNIA MINOR CONSENT LAWS
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GOAL OBJECTIVES

Participants will increase their fier completing the lesson,participants will be able to:
knowledge of and perception of risk for | "pagcribe the transmission and

STIs/HIV and learn how to protect symptomsof STIs/HIV.
themselves through safer sex methods. 2. Accurately assess the risks associated

with unprotected sex.
3. Identify other aspects of safer sex,

including regular testing and partner
communication.

Manual
Page 42



Safer Sex — Lesson Prep

MATERIALS & PREPARATION LESSON OUTLINE
Thislessonis designed ta includeall« Index Cards: STI Risks Activity Eo Ie Eo riclugsactivities in the order sted below.

« Evaluation Sheets However, based onthe time limits and
« Lesson Handouts and cards/brochures questions raised by participants, it may be
about yourorganization'sservices. necessarytoalter the lesson. Please be
Rida sre 0 discuss the key messages outlined

ipcharts (optional onthenext page.
* Markers (optional)

1. Lesson Introduction
q 2. Group Discussion: What is LGBTQ-

R L inclusive Sex Ed?

Manual x > Ta.ion: Sy

AE roup Activity: ST Risks
— 5. Presentation: Safer Sex

6. Summary, Questions, Evaluation



Safer Sex — Key Messages

KEY MESSAGES OF THE LESSON

« While the prevalence of STIs varies across communities, every sexually active person is at risk for STIs.

regardless of race, class, gender, sexual orientation, or that of their partners.
» STIs spread through unprotected sex (oral, anal, vaginal, skin-to-skin contact) with an infected person.
+ Some STsca be cure ith antibiotic, vial STi, incuading HIV, can be treated but not cured
« Having any STI puts a person at higher risk for contracting HIV.

* STis are very common: 1in 4 young people in California will contract an STI this year.

« The most common symptom of an STI is no symptom(s) at all.

« Ifa person decides to have sex, condoms and other barriers methods (such as dental dams) are highly

effective for preventing many serious STis including HIV.

« Regular STI/HIV testing and partner communication, along with the correct and consistent use of a condom

or other barrier method, are important for safer sex.



» Listen to what students hope to leam and discuss.

» Ensure that participants are receiving accurate information.

» Empower parficipants to have healthy sexual relationships.

» Language isimportant:

© Sexis not the same as gender.

= The only way to know someone's gender is by asking.

© When talking about sex and anatomy, word choice is very important.



Group Discussion

What does “LGBTQ+-inclusive sex ed”
mean to you?
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Sexually Transmitted Infections 101

» Key Messages for Discussion:

» Sex can be fun and meaningful in a healthy relationship

© Not practicing safer sex can impact one's health

= One consequence of unprotected sex is contracting an STI/STD.

» Presentation:

o Transmission

o Symptoms

© Prevention He



Group Activity: STI Risks

To determine the spectrum of behavioral risks:

» 13 Volunteers

» Receive a card with a sexual act listed on it.

» Order yourself in a line from least risky to highly risky.

» Discussion is encouraged, help each other out!



» What worked?

» What was challenging?

» Do you foresee other challenges when you facilitate
this in your club/classroom?



Presentation: Safer Sex

» Key Messages for Discussion:

+ Regardless of gender of partner, every sexually active person needs
to protect themselves from STls, including HIV.

© Allsexually active people are at risk.

» Presentation:

o Safer Oral Sex

o Safer Vaginal Sex

o Safer Anal Sex 3 :
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Table 1. Percentage of Respondents Who Reported “High” Content Knowledge Before and After the
Lesson by Content Areas and Lesson

[2 [=
[re [ee

Love Your Body Lesson (N=80)
I can identify and analyze factors insociety that affect body image and self: sox oss
esteem. >
know at least onetechniquethat | can use to improve my body image and 0% 5%

self-esteem.
Jeanplinth conmstinatrasinosnindy mage ssiessamnd nd



Healthy Relationships Evaluations

Healthy Relationships Lesson (N=8)

Tn pliwhtaheat elationhips [ox[| woo |
I can describe why communication is an important part of an emotionally and ®
physically healthy relationship. 7 100%
| can use assertive communicationwith apartner (now orin thefuture) to 20% 100%

discuss our relationship and safer sex.

now what sexual consent means and why Is mpertart.



Safer Sex Evaluations

Safer SexLesson (n=12)

I can describe how STDs and HIV are spread between partners. 02%

1 can identify the most common symptoms of a sexually transmitted _
infection.
1 know the risks of STDs ofdifferent sexual acts (like protected vs. so 00%
unprotected orel, veginal and anal sex).
1 can describe what “safer sex” means. 100%



Moving Forward 

 In your table group, discuss how you might implement this 

curriculum at your organization

 What lessons would be most relevant?

 Questions/Concerns?



Thank Youl!! |
We would like to thank the following individuals, whose contributions were vital to

creating a meaningful and inclusive educational tool:
» AT Furuya, Hillcrest Youth Center

» Christopher White, Gay-Straight Alliance Network

»  Giovan Hernandez, UCSD Mother-Child-Adolescent HIV Program

» Indie Landrum, Critical Voice: A Queer Youth Coalition

» Jennifer Lewis, UCSD Mother-Child-Adolescent HIV Program

» Kelly Jean Gainor, Planned Parenthood Keystone

» Kelly Hutton, South Bay San Diego LGBTQ+IPA Youth Program

» Kenyatta Parker, CSU San Marcos Gender Equity Center

» Lauren Tullis, Vista Community Clinic

» Melissa Kelley, Social Work Intern

» Nicole Kent, MFT

» Pamela Wilson, MSW, Program Consultant and Trainer

» Rachel Miller, San Diego Unified School District

» Sophia Arredondo, Hillcrest Youth Center

» Tara Beeston, MPH, County of San Diego



» Evaluation

» Budget String for Site Timekeeper

Thank you for your time
and support!



SERSE

Welcome to the

4 Sexual Health Education z%

= Professional Development!

If you have not done so already, please =

complete the that 0
was emailed to you prior to attending this -

Professional Development. i
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Media Policy

Training participants are not allowed to

film, record, or photograph training

presentations, other participants,

PowerPoint slides, and training materials

without prior written permission from

Resource Teacher Rachel Miller.



Introduction Activity

Please share with us:

* Name

* School Site
1 = Terrified! 10 = Confident!

® Comforilevelh ¢+1111

* Share a fear or concern (optional)



Zones of Comfort |

Panic Zone Stretch Zone (ZPD) Comfort Zone
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



Sexual Health

Education Overview

Planned Parenthood 2%,{3Planned Parenthood San |
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Objectives Qi

* Become aware of Personal Beliefs.

* Focus on Functional Knowledge.

* Explain Gender, Sex, and Sexual Orientation.

* Create an Inclusive Classroom.

* Increase Comfort, Competence, and
Confidence.



yy
Group Agreements |

* Respect

* Take risks

* Knowledge does not equal experience

* Experience does not equal knowledge

* Respect confidentiality

* You have the right to pass

* ELMO — enough, let’s move on ©

* Have fun!!

EE ——



| It Was Dusk ... |

| |



Setting the Stage...

What Is Your Role As a

Sexuality Educator?



What the Heck Are

They Doing?



WhatDo YOUBelieve?

What do you believe to be true about the

health behaviors of students in our district?

* This is an anonymous survey.

* Read each statement carefully.

* Select Myth or Fact based on what you believe
to be FACT of our students.

A—————————————————



Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS)

The YRBS is an anonymous survey, managed by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and
administered every other year in SDUSD high schools.

* Focuses on priority health risk behaviors among youth.

* “Trend data can be used to assess the effectiveness of programs.

* Survey administration procedures are designed to protect
students’ and schools” anonymity and privacy.

* Internal reliability checks are performed by the CDC to identify

the small percentage of students who falsify answers. |
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SDUSD 9%-12t graders in 2019:

1. MYTH 29.6% have had sex (mnging from 15% in 9% grade to 48% in 12% grade). E

2. MYTH Of these students, 19.8% had sex during the last 3 months. :

3. MYTH 32.7% had oral sex (canging from 19.5% in 9% grade to 45.3% in 12% grade)

4. MYTH 20.2% are under the influence of alcohol or drugs during sex.

5. MYTH 54.3% used a condom during last intercourse.

6. MYTH 12% reported having had sex between 11-14 years old.
7. FACT Only 9.1% have been tested for HIV (7.2% tested for other STIs).

8. MYTH 10.9% describe themselves as Lesbian, Gay, or Bisexual.
(4.5% identify as Not Sure, and 1.1% identify as Transgender)

9. FACT 13.3% have been harassed due to being perived as being
lesbian, gay, or bisexual.

A———————————— remem.
RES



wie FactuJB=" Key Messages E23

If you believe some of these MYTH to be

FACT, how could that impact what and how

you’re teaching in your classroom?



What Works

* Family © Comprehensive

communication about sexual health

sexual health education

* Confidential, free, or ~~ * Public health policies

low cost access to based on research

birth control and sexual

protection

EE ——



Inclusive ||
. |

| Sexual Health Education |

| encompassing everything concerned;
| comprehensive



| Personal Comfort |

Assessment

| Tool |



Sex vs. Gender |

What Is Sex? What Is Gender?

Biological sex includes Gender is a broad

hormonal, chromosomal category that includes

and anatomical factors characteristics, identity,

that make one male, expression and roles.

female or intersex.

EE



Gender Terminology
* Gender Identity — Innate sense of being male, female

ot neither, and may not correspond to biological sex

* Gender Role — Characteristics attached to culturally
defined notions of masculinity or femininity

* Gender Expression — Outward expression of gender,
such as clothing, grooming, or behavior

* Gender Norms — Socially constructed standards for
specific genders, can often result in unrealistic expectations

————————————————————————— ———



Transgender is an umbrella term:

* Youth whose gender identity is different from their biological sex

* Youth who transition from one gender to the other (may or may not use
‘medical assistance)

* Does not indicate sexual orientation

* SDUSD policy protects transgender students, their right to express
their gender, and to choose school facilities and activities according.
to their expressed gender (11 Ne

(NOTE ~ Cisgender refers to individuals whasegender identity matches the biological sex
they were assigned at birth.)

eee.



Sexual Orientation

* An individual's physical and/or

emotional attraction to gender(s)

* A person's sexual orientation is

different from a person's gender

identity.



Se

) fone* = Lesbian Pucfered tec for women somaaiclly and sesnaly attacted 0 women. bE
| *  G = Gay Preferred term for men romantically and sexually attzacted to men. Fe

+ B= BinexualSomeon who omnia sly scr opope of bo gods BE
* T= Transgender or “Trans” Whea persons gender identity ox gendescxprssiondocs not match the

persons biologicalscx signe at bith. Independent of seal sentation
+ NB=Non-BinaryRefcs tos ange of gender dentics that ac not stictly maleo stil female. Sil teens

ace “genderces” “gender id” or “gender non-conforming”.
* Q= Queer or Questioning

+ Queeris historically a decogaory teem, nd nove being celimed by LGBT and gendec non-conforaintes © “ ©
+ Questioning fees to someone who is questioning ox esploin thei seal orientation, gender of gadexopiesion.

* I= Intersex Gencal tem se to descebe individvals who have feet composition of female and male
Botamanes,chiomosomes, and ot teal extemal productive organs.

* P= Pansexual Pufeced ecm foxpeople who ce stacted romantically nd sel to people of all gees,
end dents, and seal oscnttionn

© A= Asexual or Ally
+ An sexualperson someone wh does not expesince seal stscion
+ Auallyis someone supportive of LGBTQUAP dividuals an thee equal rights and tratment
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COMPONENTS
OF SEXUALITY



Safe Campuses?
Of those students who identified at lesbian, gay, or bisexual:

> 10.0% did not attend school because they felt unsafe (7.0%) i

» 24.3% have been bullied at school (12.3%*)

> 62.8% felt sad/hopeless and stopped doing regular activities (31.0%)

> 38.9% considered attempting suicide (14.1%%)

> 17.2% attempted suicide (6.5%)

> Higher rates of eating disorders, alcohol, nicotine, and other drug use,
and sexual activity and intimate partner violence

* Rate of heterosexual-identified students

EE



Being LGBTQ Is Noz an

Inherent Risk Factor

Social Stigma

Discrimination

Unsafe Schools

Ineffective Providers

Non-Accepting/Rejecting Family

Behavior Risks



All students have the right to feel safe on our campuses.

* Federal Title IX law prohibits discrimination on basis of gender, gender
expression, and sexual orientation.

«Sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression included in anti-
bullying and non-discrimination laws and policies (. and 0

«Pupils are allowed to participate at school according to their expressed gender
identity (. and .

«Schools ae required to allow GSA Clubs on campus if they allow clubs.

* A student's gender identity, gender expression and/or sexual orientation must
temain confidential uless the student explicitly states otherwise (. 9.

RE ——



Allgenderidentities are legally recognizedin California.

* California will legally recognizes “nonbinaty” as a third gender option (SI 179,
effective January 1, 2019).

* Law makes it easier for people to change gender on state identification and
bith certificates, and establishes a “nonbinary” designation on legal documents
such us birth certificates, driver's licenses, snd state identification’

* Gender markers on state-issued documents are M, F, or X.

© SDUSD is working on changing student information systems and forms to
accommodate a gender nonbinay option.

res:



Online Bullying Reporting Form
www.sandiegounified.org/ReportBullying

* School personnel are required to intervene when they

witness acts of bullying (AB 9 “Seth’s Law”).

* For students, parents, community members to easily

report student bullying.

* Email sent to school Principal, Office of Youth

Advocacy, and Quality Assurance.

* Link is on every school’s we on the bottom of

the left navigation.

ems



How can you be inclusive

in your classrooms?

Brainstorm 3 things thatyou can do to

makeyour classroom more inclusive!
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PROTECTIVE
LAWS AND POLICIES

FOR

SEXUAL HEALTH EDUCATION

Sexual Health Education Program
ASB, Athletics, Physical Education, and Sexual Health



SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT’S
SEXUAL HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM

 Implements Sexual Health Education 

in all schools grades 6, 8, and 10/Biology.

 Facilitates students seeking Sexual Health Services 

in the community.

 Supports Safe and Supportive Environments 

for all students.



| REQUIREMENTS

CA State Requirements SDUSD Requirements

“Required once in middle school Grade 6 — 10 lessons

and once in high school Grade 8 — 10 lessons

“Promote sexuality as normal part
aas Grade 10/Biology — 10 lessons

“Age appropriate and medically ~~ Grades 9, 11, 12 — 1 lesson

Cccurete - Gender and Sexual Orientation
“Inclusive and free of bias i.
“Communication with parents

* Consent and Relationship Rights
“Instructors trained

(AB 329, CA Ed Code 51930)



KEY MESSAGES

 Emphasis on abstinence and delayed onset 

 Healthy, committed, monogamous
relationships

 If/when sexually active:
•Condom use

•Contraception

•Regular STI/HIV testing 



PARENTAL NOTIFICATION
AND REVIEW

Parents must be notified of instruction and 
chance to preview materials:

 Letter included in enrollment packet and communication blast

 Notify again at least 14 days prior to instruction

 Suggest holding the Parent Preview at Open House

 Hosted by staff who will be implementing the curriculum

Preview materials on website

(Site Ops 1006, CA Ed Code 51938)



PASSIVE CONSENT (“OPT OUT”)

Parent/guardian has right to excuse child from the
comprehensive sexual health instruction.

Parent/guardian provides written note to teacher.

Consent is assumed if parent was properly notified and
does not request exemption in writing to school.

Instructions for parents and staff on website.

(CA Ed Code 51938)



CONFIDENTIAL HEALTH SERVICES
FOR MINORS IN CALIFORNIA

Minors of any age may consent to:
• Reproductive care: pregnancy testing, birth control, condoms, and 

abortion

• Medical care related to pregnancy

Minors 12 years or older may consent to:
• Testing and treatment for STIs and HIV, including PrEP and HPV vaccine

• Outpatient mental health or ATOD services

Students may be released from school to seek confidential care
without parent notification or consent.

• Ed Code 46010.1, 48205.a.3

• SDUSD Administrative Procedure 6156

• Guidelines for Releasing Students for Confidential Medical Care

(Adolescent Health Working Group)



AVAILABILITY OF CONDOMS POLICY

Condoms distributed:
• By trained School Nurses only

• To secondary students only (grades 6-12)

Parents:
• Will be notified of the policy via Facts for Parents 

• Can opt their student out of the program by writing a letter to their School 
Health Office 

CA law allows people of any age to obtain condoms 

confidentially.

Information included in all sexual health units. 

(BP 5141.25(a))



CONFIDENTIALITY IN SCHOOLS

 Adults not normally in classroom are not allowed to observe during
sexual health instruction (i.e., parents, administrators).

 HIV status is confidential for staff and students.

 Pregnancy reported directly to nurse or counselor is confidential. 

 Other staff may only report pregnancy  to nurse or
counselor unless there is a medical emergency (AP 4255).

A student’s gender identity, gender expression and/or sexual
orientation should remain confidential unless the student explicitly
states otherwise (AP 0114).



SEXUAL ACTIVITY BETWEEN MINORS

Sexual activity alone, including pregnancy, does not 
necessarily imply sexual or child abuse. 

“Unlawful Sexual Intercourse” (a person under 18 years 
having consensual sex) will typically not be prosecuted.

Child abuse must be reported: 
• Any sexual intercourse involving a minor (under the age of 18 years) 

that was coerced or involuntary. 

• Follow district’s Mandated Reporter protocol.

• When in doubt, report the incident.



SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED 

DISEASES



TIME FOR
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SUPPORTING HEALTHY 

RELATIONSHIPS



Our Student’s Experiences … 

• 20% said that their partner had purposely tried to control them or 

emotionally hurt them within the year. (*38.7%)

• 10.4% were forced by their partner to do sexual things that they did 

not want to do within the year. (*22.6%)

• 6.1% were physically hurt on purpose by their partner within the year. 

• LGB identified students are experiencing more sexual and emotional 

dating violence than their heterosexual peers.

*Rate of Gay, Lesbian, or Bisexual identified students

2019 YRBS SDUSD Grades 9-12



Trauma Informed Instruction

• Be aware of the impact of trauma and a person’s 

individualized response.

• Recognize that all responses to trauma are normal.

• Work to create a sense of safety by being mindful of the 

environment, language, policies, and approaches to 

working with people in trauma.

Trauma explains behavior.

Trauma does not excuse behavior.



Relationship Violence

Types

• Emotional, verbal

• Physical violence

• Sexual assault, rape 

• Human trafficking



Relationship Violence

Risk Factors

• Culture of acceptance

• Age

• Family life

• Wants and needs

• School performance

• Change in behavior

• Change in 

appearance

• Substance abuse

Warning Signs



,)\Je

Sexual Harassment

Unwanted:

- Sexual comments or innuendos

- Sexual gestures

- Discussions of sexual activity

«Pornography in texts/notes/emails/posts

- Repeated requests for dates or sexual activity

The recipient determines if the behavior is

unwanted!



Consent

Affirmative Consent – “Yes means Yes”

• Voluntarily Agrees

• Given Every Time

• Continuous

• Can Be Withdrawn

• Consent Cannot Be Given…..

-Under the influence

-Passed Out/Unconscious/Sleeping

-Under Direct or Implied Threat

-Disability May Impact Understanding



What Is a Healthy Relationship?

A healthy relationship is based on:

• Communication – Talking to partners without fear.

• Respect – Partners’ values, wishes and feelings are important. 

• Compromise – Disagreements happen even in healthy relationships, 
and it is important to communicate and come to a mutual agreement. 

• Support – Relationships are about building each other up, not putting 
each other down.

Office of Adolescent Health, Healthy Relationships, 2013



BRAINSTORM:

What Can You Do To 

Promote Healthy 

Relationships in Your 

Classroom?



What Can You Do?
— —

Immediately Referrals

- Stop behavior every time - Refer to School Nurse,
. . N Counselor, Psychologist,

- Private conversation with Administrator
student(s)
Group discussion - Student Support website

LL . « Guest speakers and videos
- Contact administration (pre-approved by our

- Contact parent/guardian program)
(if appropriate and safe)

Report student-generated sexual harassment and relationship

violence suspicions to School Principal immediately!



Community Resources

• CSEC

• Community Awareness Events (district) Childcare and translation provided

• Marshall Middle Jan 22, 2020 4-6pm

• Mann Middle Jan 22, 2020 4-6pm

• Educator training Nov 19, 2019 or March 24, 2020

• Watch newsletter for other training opportunities! 

• Trauma-Informed Instruction

• Teacher/School toolkits (link posted on Google Classroom)



REPRODUCTIVE

ANATOMY

REVIEW



* Medically accurate knowledge of reproductive
anatomy and physiology is important for the
discussion of:

— Sexuality as a normal part of human development

— STI/HIV and pregnancy prevention

+ Use inclusive language as much as possible when
referring to body parts.

* Anatomy refers to body parts.

* Physiology refers to how the parts function.



REPRODUCTIVE
ANATOMY
OF PEOPLE

WITH A PENIS

“Male Reproductive
Anatomy”



Front View
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REPRODUCTIVE
ANATOMY
OF PEOPLE

WITH A VULVA

“Female Reproductive
Anatomy”



Front View
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Keeping It Real |
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. * Never enough time to
Realities of the :teach everything

classroom

* Focus on what students

really need to know

How can * Want to guide students

you keep i to making independent
decisions <

real? Gp
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Answering Student

Questions

Types of Questions:

1) Requests for Information

2) Am I Normal/Permission

3) Shock

w Be aware of red flags!



Guidelines for Answering

Questions

* Provide opportunity for anonymous questions.
> Use anonymous question box or envelope.

* Read questions prior to answering.

* Answer all questions, if possible.

* Use simple, accurate, inclusive language.

* Values questions should be referred to parents/trusted adults.

* Decline to answer personal questions.

SE————eeeee.



Focus on

Functional Knowledge

1. Use simple language.

2. Provide only what they need to make healthy choices.

3. Keep information relevant to them.

4. Understand the youth’s language and intent.

5. Know when to make referrals to others (i.e., counselors,

nurses, community agencies).



=
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Is it okay to masturbate? | =

* What might be the intent of the question?

* What knowledge do they need to make healthy
choices?

* How could you make your response inclusive of
all students?

How wouldyou respond?



— 5

What does semen taste like? -

* What might be the intent of the question?

* What knowledge do they need to make healthy
choices?

* How could you make your response inclusive of
all students?

How wouldyou respond?



a)
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How do gay people have sex?

* What might be the intent of the question?

* What knowledge do they need to make healthy
choices?

* How could you make your response inclusive of
all students?

How wouldyou respond?



©©
What is porn? oe)

* What might be the intent of the question?

* What knowledge do they need to make healthy
choices?

* How could you make your response inclusive of
all students?

How wouldyou respond?



Let’s Practice!

* Work within your table group.

* Read and practice answering questions out
loud in their small group.

* As a group, select one challenging question to
share with the larger group.



©©
Your Sample Question? J

* What might be the intent of the question?

* What knowledge do they need to make healthy
choices?

* How could you make your response inclusive of
all students?

How wouldyou respond?



Sexual Health Education

Summary =

* Functional Knowledge

* Focus on what's probable and not possible

* Be inclusive

* Be aware of your “stuff”

* Look out for red flags:
* Warning signs
© Mandated reporting
* Confidentiality
* Referring

=



Contact Information

Resource Teacher Resource Teacher

* Summer Hellewell * Rachel Miller

* Sexual Health Curriculum ~~ * Program Coordinator

and Training * Sexual Health Services

® Teacher Supports * LGBTQ Supports

* (619) 725-5583 * (619) 725-7121

¢ shellewell@sandi.net ¢ wmiller(@sandi.net

EE———
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Using Research to Support 
Gender Expansive Students

Alison Gill, Esq., Consultant
Rebecca Mui, M. Ed., GLSEN Education Manager



Agenda

• Introductions 
• Gender Expansive Youth and YRBSS Data
• GLSEN National Research
• Student Video Vignettes
• Data Collection and Advocacy
• Q&A



Introductions

We invite you to share your pronouns in this space.

The pronoun or set of pronouns that a person would 
like others to call them by, when their proper name is 
not being used. 

Some examples include “she/her/hers” or “he/him/his” or gender‐
neutral pronouns, such as “ze/hir/hirs,” or “they/them/theirs”. 
Some people prefer no pronouns at all.



Organizations

GLSEN
GLSEN is the leading national education organization focused on ensuring safe 
schools for all students, regardless of sexual orientation or gender 
identity/expression. 

GLSEN envisions a world in which every child learns to respect and accept all 
people.

Advocates for Youth
Advocates for Youth champions efforts that help young people make 
informed and responsible decisions about their reproductive and sexual 
health. Advocates believes it can best serve the field by boldly advocating 
for a more positive and realistic approach to adolescent sexual health.

Advocates for Youth envisions a society that views sexuality as normal and 
healthy and treats young people as a valuable resource.



All Students Count Coalition

Vision

We believe by collecting data of 

young people’s sexuality and 

gender, states and municipalities 

along with their community 

partners will be better able to 

meet the needs of LGBTQ youth 

in promoting health and 

academic success. 

Membership 

• Advocates for Youth

• GLSEN

• Center for American 

Progress 

• Human Rights Campaign 

• The Trevor Project

• PFLAG

• Other advocacy 

organizations 



Gender Expression Data
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Who Are Gender Expansive Youth?

+ Youth whose gender expression does not fit traditional roles

based on their assigned sex at birth.

+ Other terms include “gender diverse,” “gender

nonconforming,” “nonbinary,” or “genderqueer.”

+ Gender expansive young people experience disparate health risk

behaviors compared to other young people.

+ Very limited population-based data for research.



What We Know

Gender nonconformity is This victimization has negative
associated with: health consequences, including:
+ Bullying and harassment «Higher rates of drug and
+ Rejection by peers alcohol use
+ Poor relationships with + Decreased educational
parents outcomes

+ Sexual harassment + Increased depression and
+ Abuse suicidality

« Increased post-traumatic
stress



YRBSS Background we

+ Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS) or Youth Risk
Behavior Survey (YRBS).

+ National survey, administered by the CDC which takes place in 47
states, about 20 large school districts, and also territories.

+ Looks at “risk behaviors” including drug and alcohol use, smoking,
violence, bullying, suicidality, weight, inactivity, and nutrition.

+ Consists of a “core” survey and optional question list.

* Each site determines what questions will be used.

+ Two sexual orientation questions are part of the core survey.

+ There is no approved question regarding trans youth.



YRBSS Gender Expression Question

Optional questions pertaining to sexual orientation
foryears, but there is a gap regarding gender
[LIENS

All Students Count Coalition worked with CDC and

researchers to identify appropriate questions for
transgender and gender nonconforming youth.

GLSEN performed cognitive and pilot testing on
relevant questions.

Based on testing and existing research, CDC
approved the gender expression question in 2013.



YRBSS Gender Expression Question

A person's appearance, style, dress, or the way they walk or

talk may affect how people describe them. How do you think

other people at school would describe you?

+ Very feminine

+ Mostly feminine

+ Somewhat feminine
+ Equally feminine and masculine

+ Somewhat masculine o

«Mostly masculine 3
+ Very masculine dn

A= oi



Socially Assigned Gender Expression Construct

The gender expression item looks at socially assigned

gender expression, not internal self-perceptions.

* Victimization due to gender expression is due to

how others perceive a person’s gender.

* Good results based on cognitive and pilot

testing.

* Analogous to similar questions about race

sometimes used on population surveys.



YRBSS Gender Expression Question

* Available for use as an
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YRBSS & Transgender Youth

Why has a transgender inclusive question not been

adopted?

+ Very low prevalence, just 0.6% among adults. Not

enough to produce report data for most YRBSS

sites.

+ Several questions have been used by various sites

which have not performed well.

+ Existing sex question on YRBSS limits options.

CDC has provided a non-approved, untested question

to sites who desire to use a trans question.



New Report Released September 2016!
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Available on Advocates for Youth's site:

http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/publications/publications-a-

2/2686-genderexpressionyrbss



Demographics of Combined Data Set

+ Used available data from 2013 and 2015. Report

combined six data sets with responses from over 9,000

students.

+ Higher percentage of gender nonconforming males

(14.3%) than females (3.7%). About 10% of males and

females are in the middle of the range (“androgynous”).

+ Racial Breakdown: Hispanic/Latino (24.6%), White

(24.5%), Black (23.7%), or Asian/Pacific Islander

(19.1%).

+ Sexual minority students comprise 12.4% of the

combined sample.



Gender Expression Among

All Males and Females

Gender Expression Among All Males and Females
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Example Associations by Gender Expression
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Selected Stats for Feminine Males

Feminine Males are:

« 3X more likely to miss school because they feel unsafe

+ 3X more likely to have been electronically bullied

+ 3X more likely to attempt suicide

* 2X more likely to have had sexual intercourse before age

13

* 4X more likely to have used amphetamines

+ 4X more likely to have been physically forced to have

sexual intercourse

Compared to Masculine Males



Selected Stats for Masculine Females

Masculine Females are:

+ 7X more likely to have carried a weapon on school

property

+ 4X more likely to have used heroin

+ 4X more likely to have had sexual intercourse before age

13

+ 2X more likely to have had sexual intercourse with four or

more persons
+ 4X more likely to have smoked at school

+ 5X more likely to currently use smokeless tobacco

Compared to Feminine Females



Selected Stats for Androgynous Females

Androgynous Females are:

* 1.5X more likely to be physically forced to have sexual

intercourse

« 1.5X more likely to seriously consider attempting suicide

+ 1.5X more likely to conduct nonsuicide self-injury

« 2X more likely to have been electronically bullied

+ 2X more likely to have had sexual intercourse before age

13

Compared to Feminine Females



Key Takeaways iN

+ We found no relationship between gender expression and age or
race.

+ While gender nonconformity is associated with sexual
orientation, the majority of gender expansive students are
heterosexual. Gender expression is predictor independent of
sexual orientation.

+ Gender expansive students are at higher risk for the majority of
health risk behaviors analyzed, including bullying, drug use, and
suicidality. Because of this, they are less likely than their peers to
succeed academically.

+ For some risk behaviors, androgynous students are at greater

risk.



GLSEN National Research



Research on LGBTQ Students Comes From...

Ng + Separation and Stigma: Transgender Youth

bE and School Facilities

go i

* 2015 National School Climate Survey: The

Experiences of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and

: Transgender Youth in Our Nation's Schools

EamdCp

S + Educational Exclusion: The Experiences of
= = A Transgender Youth in Our Nation's Schools

—



Research on General Population of Students and

Teachers Comes From. ..

Wal) * Playgrounds and Prejudice: Elementary

«i ig School Climate in the United States

>i * From Teasing to Torment Revisited: A Survey

a rs - of U.S. Secondary School Students and

00 Teachers



Remarks about Gender Stereotypes Are

Frequently Heard
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Students

Hear others make remarks about how boys should act or look (38%)

Hear others make remarks about how girls should act or look (33%)

Teachers

Hear comments about a male acting or looking “too feminine” (25%)
Hear comments about a female acting or looking “too masculine” (15%)



Compared to Other Students, Gender

Nonconforming Students:

i
; Ii4 called names, made fun of or bulied [ i

4 H . alave mean rumors or lies spread pa { |
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Student Safety



Educational Outcomes
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Gender and Student Safety

Feeling Unsafe at School by Gender Identity

75.1% 75.8%

61.2% 61.6%

51.6%

42.9

32.2%

22.5

12.4%)

2.0%

Felt Unsafe Because of Felt Unsafe Because

IM Cisgender Male [J Cisgender Female Jl]AnotherGender [J] Genderqueer [ll Transgender



School-based supports
improve school climates
for LGBTQ students.

Supportive| Supportive

StudentClubs | Educators

Comprehensive|LGBT-inclusive
Anti-bullying Policies| Curriculum

Frei GLSEN



Student Video Vignettes



What LGBTQ Students Want You to Know

| use they/them
\ pronouns and identify as

genderfluid. 'm
passionate about gender

Hon eradication and POC

nN py movements.

} “I'm a 15-year-old
: transgender guy. | am

“I'm a 17-year-old asexual and panromantic,
Chicana lesbian and which means that | take

intersectional feminist the phrase ‘hearts not

living in Houston, Texas.” parts’ very literally.”

« https://www.facebook.com/GLSEN/videos/10154604851656016/



Gender Terminology

ssn i 5

GENDER ATTRIBUTION
HOW YOUR GENDER IS PERCEIVED BY OTHERS

a I
3 Io
z GENDER IDENTITY 19
0 HOW YOU IDENTIFY (SEE YOURSELF)

SEX ASSIGNED AT BIRTH GENDER EXPRESSION
WHATTHE MEDICAL COMMUNITY LABELS YOU HOW YOU WANT TO DISPLAY YOUR GENDER



GLSEN Resources for Trans Students

glsen.org/students/tsr

* Pronouns: A Resource on Gender Neutral Language

* Be a Better Ally to Trans and GNC Youth

+ Know Your Rights: A Guide for Transgender and GNC Students

* Video on genderfluidity by one of GLSEN's National Student Council

members

« Blogs on nonbinary identity and transgender binary-privilege, and by
trans educators

+ Make your GSA more Trans and GNC Inclusive

+ Gender Visual and Discussion Guide: Gender Studies are for Everyone!





Data Collection & Advocacy



Local School Climate Survey

The Local School Climate Survey (LSCS) is a tool developed by GLSEN's

Research Department for students, educators and advocates to assess

the safety and overall environment of their local schools or

communities using surveys of students.



Outreach to YRBSS Coordinators



Understanding Obstacles

* Survey decisions finalized by Fall 2016

* Process varies widely by site

+ Political/process limitations

+ Lack of understanding why this is helpful

+ Limited # of questions on survey

* May not understand why they need both a gender

expression question and sexual orientation questions

* Gender expression question may be competing with

unapproved gender identity question

+ Lack of ability to analyze question



Moving Forward with Advocacy

+ Tell YRBSS coordinator this is important to you and

address their concerns

+ Look for opportunities for public comment

+ Reach out to relevant contacts at Health/Education

Departments

+ Ask Health, Education, and Youth partners to reach out

as well — put together sign-on letter if helpful

+ Speak to lawmaker contacts to see if they can move

process forward



Preliminary Outcomes

In 2013 and 2015, only 4 municipal sites used the optional GE
question.

+ In 2017, we believe at least 16 sites will beusing the question,
include 8 states.

Moreover, 15 sites will used the trans question provided by the CDC:

‘Some people describe themselves as transgender when their sex at birth does not

match the way they think or feel about their gender. Are you transgender?
A. No, I am not transgender
B. Yes, | am transgender

C. 1am not sure if|am transgender
D. Ido not know what this question is asking



Resources

Stay connected! Sign up for GLSEN’s Educator

Network at www.glsen.org/educators.

Trans Student Rights — www.glsen.org/students/tsr

Advocates for Youth — YRBSS Resources:
http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/topics-

issues/youth-risk-behavior-surveys



Questions?
Alison Gill, Esq.
Consultant
Alisonmgill@gmail.com
202.588.5935 

Rebecca Mui, M. Ed.
GLSEN Education Manager
Rebecca.Mui@glsen.org
646.388.8064



High School Lesson1

A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect, Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum
Fostering responsibility by respecting young peoples rights to honest sexuality education

ADVANCE PREPARATION FOR LESSON:
NSES ALIGNMENT: + Review “Using Ground Ruleswith this Curriculum”in the 38s
Students willbeabe to: Teacher's Guide (pages 14-15). Establish ground rules, group
Pa" agreements, or classroom norms with your students prior to
between biological sexsexual instruction and refer to them as often as needed.
orientation,and gender dently
and expression. + Read in the 3Rs Teacher's Guide about teaching gender, gender

identity, and sexual orientation (pages 23-24).
+ Printandcutout the “Gender IdentityPhotos” included in this

TARGET GRADE: lesson plan. There should be enough photosfor each pair of
High school - Lesson 1 students to receive 4 different pictures in an envelope.

Note to the Teacher: If there are not enough photos provided
TIME: 50 Minutes here for all ofyour students to have unique sets of 4 photos,

youmay duplicate some of the photos so that some groups of
students have some of the samephotos, or youmay add some

MATERIALS NEEDED: additional photos that you find onyour own. Ifyou add photos,
. Lesson powerpoint please be sure they representa rangeof ages, aces, ethnicities,

oy cultures, physicalabilities, and bodytypes, and include some
my Cuide pages that visuallyfulfil gender stereotypes, some that do not, and
sini some whose gender is noteasly recognizeable.

+ Computer with PowerPoint §
+ Whiteboard and markers LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
“Gender Scripts”worksheet By the end of ths lesson, students will be able to:
resem ach group of 2 Explain what gender and gender identityare, and how they are
ioentryphos out different from biological sex. [knowledge]
unique photos in envelopes i}
(one setper each groupof two 2.Define sexual orientation and howt is different from gender
Students) and gender identity. [Knowledge]

+ Homework: Am jazz”
(oneperstudent) 3.Define “gender script” while providing several examples of

+ Homework Option 2: azz these scripts. [Knowledge]
Jennings. The Three Siggest
Misconceptions About Seing a 41dentify at least three sources of gender scripts and messages
Janissrice ea borspuseats they have received growing up. [Knowledge]

5. Understand the concept of body image and how body image is
shaped by external messages. [Knowledge]

QAdvocates
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High School Lesson 1
Understanding Gender
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

ANOTE ABOUT LANGUAGE:
Language is really important and we've intentionallybeenvery
carefulaboutour language throughout this curriculum.You may notice language
throughout the curriculumthat seems less familiar—usingthe pronoun they” instead
of “her”or “him,”using gender neutral names in scenarios and role-play and referring.
t0“Someone with avulva”vs. a girl of woman. This is intended to make the curriculum
inclusive of all genders and gender identities. You will needto determine for yourself how
much and howoften you can do this in your own school and classroom and should make
adjustments accordingly.
PROCEDURE:
STEP 1: say “Todaywe are going tobe talking about gender, gender identity, and sexual
orientation. Let's take a look at what these terms means before we do some activities.”
Write the word “gender”on the white board. Ask, “What does gender mean?” In most cases,
people will say, it's whether you're a boy or a girl” Aftera few responses, ask, “How does
someone determine whether you're aboyor girl?” Therewill likely be a range of responses,
but most commonly they will getat “it's how you'reborn.” Ask, “When you're born, how do
they know what your gender Is?” Probe for “by looking at the baby’s genitals.”
Explain that there's aslightdifference here—that when you lookatthebaby’s genitals and
seeeithera penisor a vulva, all you're seeing is their body parts. Based on what we see,
we assign a name to describe that baby—we say, “itsa boy” or “it’s a girl” This i called
aperson'sbiological sex. Write thephrase “biologicalsex”onthe board to theleftofthe
word gender.
Say, “Some people are born with external genitals that don't match ther internal organs.
For example, somone who has a vulva but no uterus. All of this has to do with biology:
our body parts, our chromosomes, and our hormones, which all make up our biological
sex. If our external body parts are different from our internal organs then we are called
‘intersex. That's a way of referring to someone whose sexual body parts developed
differently from most people.”
Say, “Gender, however, is different and far more complex. Let's break it down a bit. If you
were to lookin the mirror and see your body, whatyou see in the mirror Is part of your
biological sex. If you were to close your eyes, how you see yourself is your gender Identity.
In most cases, how people feel when they close their eyes matches what they see in the
mirror. This s called being ‘cisgender.’ For some people, what theyseein the mirrorand
how they feel on the inside are different. This Is called being ‘transgender. And some
people don't identity with any gender at all, which is called ‘agender or ‘non-gendered,’ or
they Identity somewhere in between male and female, which can be referred to as non-
binary, ‘gender fluid’or ‘genderqueer.”
And gender identity, how you feel about yourself, might not match the gender that you
express on the outside, or might be different than some people might expect. Gender
expression is how we present ourself to the world. Gender identity is not a choice,
whereas gender expression Is—or at least should be—an individuals choice.
These termsaredifferent from sexual orfentation.” Write “sexual orientation” on the
board. Say, “Sexual orientation has to do with the gender or gendersofthe people we

QAdvocates
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Hoh Schoo -Loson 1
Understanding Gender
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

are romantically and physically attracted to. Thisisdifferent fromour sense of what our
gender is. A person whos attracted to their same gender are typically referred to as gay or
lesbian, and a person whos attracted to both genders are typically referred to as bisexual
or possibly pansexual.A person attracted to only the other gender are typically referred
to as heterosexual. People who do not have sexual feelings at all towards other people,
but can share emotional intimacy, are typically referred to as asexual. We all have both a
gender identity anda sexual orientation.
For example, a person whose biology at birth was characterized as ‘female’ and who
also feels female on the inside, whois attracted only to people whose biology at birth
was characterized as ‘male’ and who also feel male on the inside, will likely identify as
heterosexual. The fact that she identifies as female and he identifies as male are their

genderidentities. The fact that they're attracted to each other Is thelr sexual orfentation.
similarly, a person whose biology at birth was characterized as ‘female’ and who also
feels female on the Inside, whos attractedonlyto people whose biology at birth was
characterized as ‘female’ and who also feel female on the inside, will likely identify as
alesbian. The fact that they identify as female are theirgender identities. The fact that
they're attracted to each other is their sexual orientation.
Give students some facts about san Diego Unified School District high school students from
the 2019 Youth Risk Behavior Survey:

+ 14.4% describe their appearance as equally feminine and masculine
+ 1.2% identifyastransgender
+ 109% identifyas lesbian,gay,orbisexual
+ 45% areunsure oftheir sexual orientation

Say, “Regardless of our gender identity or sexual orientation, we are getting lots of
messages about what s or Isn't okay to say, do, or wear based on which gender we are.”
Write the word “gender script” on the board. Ask, “Has anyone here been inaplay at
school? Whatdoes ascripttell us Inaplayormovie or TV show?”Probe for i tellsuswhat
we should say, howweshould move, and howwe should reactto others. Say, “50 our gender
scripts are how we'retold to be based on the answer to the question when we're born: Is
itaboy or agirl?” Probe the class for examples or provide one of your own.
Note to the Teacher: Here are the terms that should be listed on the board: gender,
biological sex, sexual orientation, and gender script.
Divide the class into groups of three. Say, “I am going to give you all a sheet of paperand
would like to ask you to think about the gender scripts you have received or have heard
about people of a different gender from yours. For right now, we're just going to talk about
boys and girls.”

Distribute the “Gender Scripts”worksheet to eachgroup and tell students they will have
about 10 minutes in which to complete it. (11 minutes)

STEP 2: After about 10 minutes, ask students to stop their work Create twolists on the
board corresponding to the worksheet and ask students to share an example from their lists.
Write their responsesonthe board.

QAdvocates
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Hon Scho Lasso 1
Understanding Gender
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

Onceall the responsesareon the board, ask thefollowing questions
+ Whatdoyou notice about the twolists?
+ How did you know that these were the gender scripts as you were growing up?
+ From where/whom have you been receiving these scripts?

Say, “So far, we've been talking about people who are assigned ‘male’ and ‘female’ at birth. In
mostcases, people who are assigned ‘male’ at birth have a penis and testicles, and how they
feel on the inside matches those body parts. It makes sense to them. It's typically the same
thing for people who are assigned ‘female’ at birth—they have a vulva, ovaries, and a uterus,
and how they feel on the inside matches those parts.
Sometimes, however, the body parts are different from how a person feels on the inside.
That person may call themselves ‘transgender’ or simply ‘trans. For example, a trans woman
Isa person whose biology at birth was characterized as ‘male’ and who feels female on
the inside. This person's gender identitys female. Being transgender isnotasexual
orientation. A transgender person'ssexualorfentationwould depend on the gender(s)
that this person Is romantically and physicallyattracted to.
How might someone who identifies as transgender react to these gender scripts?”
(a1 minutes)
STEP 3: Say, “To what extent do you think our culture as a whole has been scripted
around gender? Let's take a look at that now. To do so, we need to get into pairs.”
After students get into their pairs, say, “Each pair is going to get an envelope. Inside are
four pictures. You are going to face each other. One person will start by taking out one
of the pictures from the envelope without showing it to the other person. They will then
describe the person in the picture and theother person needs to guess the genderofthat
person. Seems easy, right?But wait—there are afew rules!”
Write keywords on the board as you go through these rules;

+The guesser may notask questions;they canonly go by what's shared by their
partner.

+ No gender pronouns may be used by the person describing the pictures. Only “they”
or“them” can be used-—no “he”or “his” or “she”or “hers”

+ Nogender words like “masculine”or “feminine”can be used, suchas “man” or
“woman” and so on. For example, you cannot say, “This person looks like a man
butisn't” or “This person looks reallygirly”Justdescribe what's in the picture.
For example, “This person has long hair.” “This person is achild. They are playing
football”

+ You may notrefer towhatever'sinthe picture as a “girl” or “boy” thing. For example,
you cannotsay“This person isplaying with agir/'s doll.”

+ Ifyou recognize the person in the picture, please do not say, “Oh, its so-and-so”
ordescribe what TV show or movie theyre in. Justdescribewhat they look like
physically.

QAdvocates



Hoh Schoo -Loson 1
Understanding Gender
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

Show the PowerPoint slide 17 with the sample photo. Say, “For example, if you had this
person, you might say, thispersonissmiling, has darkhairthat s styled up over their
head, and Is wearing lipstick and other makeup. Then allow the other person to guess.”
Advancetoslide18 and describe this person while showing the hints, butbefore the photo
is revealed. Say, “Let's try another one—onlythistime you won't see the picture yet,
‘which is what it wil be like in the activity. This person has dark hair that's sort of spiked
up. They're wearing eye makeup and a necklace and a leather jacket.” Once students have
guessed about the gender ofthe person in the picture, click again to reveal the photo.
Answer any questions and thendistribute the envelopes, reminding students to take turns
describing the photos/guessing the genders and to not show their photos to their partners
As they work, walk around the room to see how they are doing, (10 minutes)
STEP 4: After about five minutes, ask students to stop their work. Process by asking the
following questions

+ What was itike to do that? What was [insert participant responses] about It?
+ Did you find it easy to guess a person's gender? What was the language that
tipped you off?

+ Whatmadeitdifficultto guess the person's gender?
+ What was itketobe the person giving clues? What was easy or challenging
about doing that?

Say, “In the photos, there were certain features that could apply to someone whois or who
We perceive to be female, to someone who is or we percelve to be male, o to someone
‘whose gender identity we do not know or who does not identify as maleor female. If these
terms can apply to someone of any gender, why doyou think we gender them inthe first
place? For instance, why would we say, ‘she’s dressed like aguy’ vs. ‘she’s wearing pants?”
Say, “What we call ourselves Is called our ‘gender identity.’ And while you may assume that
someone who looks a particular way on the outside identifies the same way on the inside,
that may not necessarily be the case.” Ask, “How many people feel they guessed the genders
of the people in both of their photos correctly?” Explain that, unless the photo you had was
of afamous person who's made their gender known, you actually wouldn't know for sure
what that person's gender is unless you asked them.
STEP 5: Next, lead the discussion to questions about body image. Write the term “Body
Image” on the white board with markers. As you ask students questions, write key words or
ideas that they contribute on the white board for reference during the discussion. Explain
to students that body image is how we feel about and perceive our own bodies. Say, “Body
image can be positive, such as| feel strong or ike my har, or negative, such as feeling too
tall or too skinny. Our perceptionsof ourselves and what society expects of us also influence
the way we see other people. We might compare ourselves look to other people we see in
media or meet n real fe. Sometimes that comparison also leads to judging others about
their own bodies and their own physical appearance.
Now we're going to talk about the photo activity that we just did, thinking about what our
own perceptions and judgements were about the person's body or gender expression. When
you looked at these photos, did you think about anyof the following:

QAdvocates
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Understanding Gender High School Lesson1
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum

+ Did you think about how attractive or unattractive these people were?
+ Did you think about their body size or shape?
+ Were your first impressions of people that presented as female different from your
feelings about people that presented as male?

+ What about people that presented clearly female or male compared with people
who didn't?

+ How did you think about the white people as compared to the people of color?
+ Do you think that bias against people because of their body size, shape, or
appearances acceptable?

Askifthere is anyone who did notthinkabout the sizeofthese people in the photosas they
‘examined them. Point out that although each person looks happy, healthy, or active, the first
impression that many people will have is about their body size.
Askstudentstoconsiderwhere theygettheir ideas about whatbody shapeand size is
attractive and healthy. Draw a circle on the board and write “BODY IMAGE SHAPED BY. "in the
center. Create aweb of the students’ ideas (e.g, family, friends, culture, advertisements, toys,
video games, TV, movies, music, magazines, etc). Guide a discussion about the ways in which
each categoryon the board has shapedtheirideas about body image and their perceptions
about people who fall outside what is considered “normal” or attractive.
Tell students that societal ideas about body image are so ingrained that most of us take them
for granted and accept them as natural and normal. This might lead us to internalize negative
conceptsaboutourselvesand others, such as feeling likea bad person for being overweight
or thinking that thin people are the most worthy friends ideas about body image, however,
are not fixed or universal, and vary depending upon time and place. Ask students to silently
reflect on how many times a day they judge (or hear others judge) their own or someone else's
size or appearance, and what effect these judgments have on us cumulatively and over time.
Say to students, “No one has the right to tell someone else how they are supposed to express
ther genderor how theyshould look. Society will continue to give messages about gender
and body image, whether from the media, family, culture,o religious groups. Butin the end,
every person has theright to discover who they are and to let others know In ways that feel
rightto them.”(15 minutes)

STEP 6: Answerany questions students may have, then explain that for their homework
they will bewatchingafew minutesofthe TV show “I Am Jazz”andwill respond to some
questions about it. Distributethe homework sheets and closeclass. (3 minutes)

RECOMMENDED ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES AT CONCLUSION
OF LESSON:
The initial presentation by the teacherwill achieve Learning Objective 1. Thegenderscript
brainstorm small group activity and large group discussion will achieve Learning Objectives 2
and 3. The homework wil also achieve Learning Objective 2.

HOMEWORK:
Students will watch a brief excerpt from the TV show | Am Jazzand respond to the questions
‘on the homework sheet. An alternate homework (Option 2)is available for people who do not
have Internet access.
(Body mage lesson excerpted from Reshaping Body Image by Teaching Tolerance QO pdvocas
hitps//www toleranceorg/classroomresources tolerancelssons/reshaping body image) forYouth,
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High School Lesson 1

GENDER SCRIPTS

Names:

Instructions:
+ From the time we are born, we are told howweare supposed toact,dress and speak

based on the sex we are assigned at birth—just as if we had been given a script and
asked to follow it throughoutour lives.

+ Inthe space below, please provide examples of some of themessages you orpeople
close to you have received about how we are supposed to behave based on whether
someone is assigned “male” or “female” at birth.

ASSIGNED FEMALE ASSIGNED MALE

QAdvocates
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Hoh Schoo -Loson 1

1Am Jazz
Homework (Lesson Hs-1)

Name Date:

INSTRUCTIONS:
+ Please go to https://tinyurl.comyiamjazzhomework and watch Season 1 Episode 1 of

“IAM Jazz” until 1012.
+ Onceyouare done,please answerthe questions below.

2. When Mom and Dad talked about knowing they were havinga boy, Dad talked about
what he was looking forward to. What things was he excited to do with his child based on
the sex he assumed Jazz was?

2.Jaz2’s dad talkedabout not wanting to go out Into the world when Jazz was wearing a
dress. Whydoyou thinkhe felt that way? Doyouthinkhe would have feltthatway had his
daughter wanted to leave wearing pants? Why or why not?

3. Why do you think Jazz was not allowed to go to school “dressed asa girl"? Do you agree
with them for doing that or do you think she should have been allowed to? Why or why
not?

4 When talking to more than one person, you'll notice they say “you guys.” This Is used
alotin real life, too. Why do you think when we're talking to a group, even if they don't
identify as boys or male, we say “you guys?” Would it ever work to say, “You girls?” Why?

QAdvocates
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HighSchool Lesson 1

Jazz Jennings: The Three Biggest Misconceptions About
Being a Transgender Teen

Homework Option 2 (Lesson HS-1)

Name: Date:

INSTRUCTIONS:
«Please read the article“JazzJennings: The 3 Biggest Misconceptions About
Being Transgender”

+ Onceyouaredone,pleaseanswerthequestionsbelow.

1. Jazz mentions that she knew she is agirl in part because she liked “everything
feminine” such as dolls and dresses. How do you think these stereotypes about
the likes and dislikes of children affect kids? How would it feel to have those
messages and not fit into them, either because a kid is transgenderor maybe just
doesn’t fit the stereotypes?

2.Jazz says the second misconception people have about her is surgery. She says,
“It’s not about what's between your legs, but what's between your ears.” What do
you think she meansby that?

3.The third misconception Jazz mentions is aboutbeing too young. When did she
know she was a girl? When did you first know your gender? Do agree or disagree

that she’s too young? Why?

4.Jazz mentions that the universal message she’s trying to express is that it's
“about embracing who you are,living your life authentically and being able to
find happiness and lovethroughout your life.” Do you think that message is
universal? Why or why not? In what ways does it apply ornotapply to you?

(QO Adocates
forYouth
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Jazz Jennings: The 3 Biggest Misconceptions About Being a Transgender
Teen

Abouthalfivaythroughour45-minuteconversation,14-year-oldJazzJenningsconfides that she'sworriedabout howhernewdocu-
en sees, daz reniesag tonight onTLC)wi be recto.So's pigfo apositive respons or viewers, shes
‘knows that the subjectofherseries—herjourney as atransgenderteen—isstill newterritory. Willaudiences understandthatbeing.
transgenderwasn't achoice?Orthatgenderdysphoriais arealthing?

But pondfstfvmitewithJzand bom,Jeet,43, andtheanswers unaqivealy es. Was ented, authentic
andephysnderstanding,ez odbesfn eyotgeste amount of pubic atGeJnrand the Kadasions do,
‘buttheirstoryis justas powerful—maybeevenmoreso.TheJenningsfamily is morelikeyoursandmine thanthe
Sener ardasians willoebe,otith hat comes rate understandingof what meas to betransgender toda’work,
‘ndexpecially or today's Kids,Hovdopeopl Know thyer bo nto the wrongbd?Whenshoud parents ake theeKd

‘wishesseriously? Andhowshouldfamilyhandlesuch asensitive topic? Nothingwasoff-limitsaswesatdownwith thismother-

daughterduotoalk about themos resingquestions, fein a ewspotlight,and he BarbaraWatersnevi that darted al.
Prepuredtobe amazed
Glamour:What madeyoudecide tosignontoossovarealty series?
JeanetteJennings:We'vebeenthinking aboutitfor awhile,butJazzwastooyoung,It's hard enoughtowrapyourmindaround theemfa eangenies child so airwn hey eager:PileTk chic(1 be genderapd not) 0TLCgaveus

thisplatform,andwecouldn'tpass upsuchanopportunitytoshareourstoryinsuch arealway.LikeJazzsays, wewantedtonormalize
transgenderkids. Sowe hopethatcomesacrossto peopleandthatthey arelessjudgmental.

Glamour: Juz, remeber whenBearaWags ntersewedou 820/203 007. Youeresearsod. Didyo remnber havingiAA Ae
taJennings: Yoh, defintelyema patsof. remeberer asking ie certain questionssbout whether I boyor i,

‘andmedefinitelybeingsureI'magirl.Atthetime,Ididn'tevenknowwhowasBarbaraWalterswas,so Iwould.

Jeanette:Shecalled Barbar ber fiend.
Jazz: 14d.Ms rind Barbara iscoming!
Glamour:Ad,Jesnet,what as hatHe or ou ving Bsbsrs Walters come to sourbe?
Jeanette:Iwas sues. Mybusbandi cell coneratve andoweworked with (ABC)fo moths andbe said, Wevatthemost

‘rediblouta ABChas,and want BarbaryWaters 10d hisotwas hIworked out rat. 1 mean. waie.I Barbara
Soa can have randori, thenyou can haves rsgender
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Amdaz:azaddana JensTkRootTV,MconcoptonsAbtBenga Transgender Ton |Glens
Honscrol-Lesont

‘Glamour: Jaz, at veryyoungageyou said Thave: boybods,but think like a gir Whatddthatmean?”

nga: Rightfom th stat knew as gi, and relly justexpressed that an conveyed that messagebygevitating towardBarbie
doll,dreses, everytingfeminine.Bt 1asoKoen vas diffrent a well. knew was gil, but knew asdifferent.Theway kas
hat wasbecause nn 1 did have gilbods.As go older, stated Jearingmor abotdiferent privateparts, and would ake
ath withmybrothers andmyiterandwonderwhy 1 did'thaverysister's bod: have boybodsbut i bra, andone |

Tesrned the differencesbetweenthebodies, ew wanted ilbods:

Jeanette: Peoplewould say, Oh,how would a wo-ear.okd Know?butsouknow, aneoftheisthings you teachyour kidsae,
Where are you yes? Yournose?Where'syourmouth”Andyonteachthmal theibodyparts.Shewonderedwhyshedid't look
kehrsister.Popledoi ive enonghcredit otwo-year-olds.Thyknow what theywant.

nzz: But it also wasntustabot th bodyparts fo me. Itwas atransition here just wantedtolivemy fe authentically, andbe the
il aways knew IwasSo thatshow itwasforme at fistWhen vas youn, Task mymomwhenthegoofrywasgoing to
comeandchangemybodyparts.

Glamour:Whatsthe biggestmisconceptionpeoplehaseabout you?

Sazz: Thereaethre big one!Fist oneis people tinkthat thisis. chic tobe transgenderand t'sno.Ismot achoceatal. They
inkoneday Twokeupandsaid,Moun, Idon't felikebeing boyanymore; cant tobe. ilandthat myparentsmademe do
is kane eho Lasand that as gin,right rom the tart.Anotherhugois misconceptions surgery:Ohmygoshiso annoying!

Peoplesre aways so concerned haibetween sylegs.Theyreike,Sitthis part or thtpart?Has shehad th surgery?”But this
sat just amedical journey.Sure there aremedical aspects thatpeopleshouldunderstandandbeeducatedabout,but i lso much
more thanthat.Audbein transgender,is about realyfinding ourself alongtheprocessandfindingthe courageto liveyour fe

authentically thikpeoplehave to understand that Isnot about what'sbetween your gs, butwhat's between your ears

Jeanette:Andwhatsin yourheart

Jazz: And thelastmisconceptioni the aneaboutbein to young, which we clearlyexpressed.Peopledotknowwhat oing through
nyhead.People don'tdefineme. | define myself knew Iwasail

Glamour:Wheredossyourconfidencecome from?

Jazz: Becausemyfamilyabvaysembracedme ightfromthestartand showeredme ithunconditional ove and supportand
acceptance, that'swhy thatconfidencewasable to blossom and Iwas ble to bewho am proudly. ois thanks to them.If wasshut
down atthattimenddid't avesuch supportivefail, coulda bewho am,and therefore probablywould beaconident.

Jeanette: Ifshewasforced oliveberea.boy, don tinkshe'dbea confidentShe'd be acompletly differentperson,and.
hopefully alive,becauseso manyoftheseids..

Glamour:Howdidyouprepare th es of th familyfrthis transition?

Seanette: yo tinkabout theboy are couple earsoderthanJaz,5when theywere fouryearsold,Jazz vas two, andacing
ik. ilSo theyneverhadaitebrother In thei mindstheyneverhadatl broths.ButforAv (Jazz's aldersister) Jazz vas her
Titlebaby,her tlebrother, andsheloved tke adol I As'smind, this was heebrother, but gly brother Whenitwastimeox
azzto transition, twas ard forAri becauseshewas Hike, I thegil nthe princess, theonygi.Tasher andthreeboys, and

"
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hewatready sharetht spotlight, We explained ov that thi vasth situation these ver the statistics, andit vas ke
toughlove Weexplained attwas goin beaonghon fr Jazz]ad shewou nedber ig sister.And hesid sh loved
nz 0dwas goin obe thebestbistroprotecths, Shcompltlumdround. Sh was ight ears oldandJuz vas
nestve

Glamour: You plain nthe sh bvondecided onthe ae oz,but llou ders.

Ina:My isewas Pines nine ntheplay: Aladdin 0ice sh wasmy olemodel, 1 chose Jazz. Wedit want tous my
ith nam when wedlthe20/20 spacial ithBarbaraWalrs,oechosethat mame,
Glamour: IsJazz thename yougoby privately,orjust publicly?

az: Ves,both
Jeanette: | justrecentlystarted callingherJazz.

Glamons:Realy?
Janet Ysb,once wo stated ning he showbecause | dst ant to ptth ol, Sh hsavays been arento me, whichis:
erbithnae.
Clnamon: Horeastbe ith hecame olla yourondo the ees?

Jazz: It'sdefinitelyoverwhelmingatfirst.Youdon'thave these peoplelivingin yourhouse,but they're therealmost five daysaek guess theyaekidfing ther, inour det paper and everthing, (Lavghe] remember at th ndofthessn,they:
bought us ons of paper tov udtodetpape! vs flechange ot rt btthey esl do captureau normal stl,
its great.

w
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Amdaz:aza dana JeenaTkRootTV,MiconcopionsAbtBenga Transgender Ton |Glens
Glamour:Jazz,weseyourfriendsappearontheshow.Wasthat bard oe hens oget used othechmeras? +

azz: Sometimes myfriendsdontlove it andsometimes thydo,buttheydostbecaus theywanttohelpmesharemysory Thats
verysweet

Glamour:Whenyouget older,whatwould youlke todofor a living?

azz:When Iwas younger, wouldsay, everything,because lovedoingsomans things, andamsopassionate. love to explore
and travel, love movies, ovewritin. ovemathandscience, so maybe Tb...

Jeanette:Anuclearphysicist?

naz:No!Notanuclear.

Jazz: ut ove owit, ovepoet, ovesomansthings. Ba 1 just so whathappens. 1 definitelywant tocontinue sharing
mystoryandHopefullyhelpingpeopl othebest of myabilities. Lalvayssy I want to leavetiswordinabetersate thanthe
one Laivedin, and wantto ivebythose toms.

Glamour: Thetransgender communityhas unofficiallyappoated oua spokespersonofsorts, whicis wonderful because.
aitohelpothers,but woul imagine isdifficult oo.

azz: Youknow,sometimes dofoike there areexpectationsse formyself mycommunity, and havet doth best can.
Butthen cometothi realization that'm humanand I'mnotperfect,and I' goin to makemistakes,and people wil hae to
realize that. And then I cometoanother realization whichis that thi is justaboutme anyway. Thi is about thewhole
community, united together 0achiveequalityforall andmake  diference.Even though Imightbe [publicly] outtheremoreor
‘welKnow, i doce makememreimportantthansomeonewhoidoingsometinginthei localcommunity. I's just thatwee
alltryingourhardestto crest chang othebestof ou ability, therefore,weareal equal, andallwokingou hardest ocrate a
moreloving andacceptingsociety.

Glamour: Befoewe eave,what messagewouldou keto leaveou readers with?

Jazz: just hopethe universalmessagesesl expressed,whichi aboutembracing who youre respectingyourself, ingyour
fo authentically andbeing ble o findhappinessandlvethroughout yourIfe. This isu ust about transgenderpeople.Mabe for
novi,butin th ture, ant to makesure thatalpeople can live b thosetermsandexpres thei natura rightsand ivetheir
Hivesas theyare. Sohapeuly th shvcan tartthatof.

Jeanette: can't top that. 1 dontwantoot othermomsdow,so fel alot of pressure.

Jazz: uteven peoplehaveexpectationsset fo ou,o youfethatway: jstpushthemal aside,becauseyouhavet bewho
youareand accept th factthatnoteveryone willgre with ou,buts usttheway yon ar, and ou can'changethat.

Jeanette:Yes,mam!

naz:She'sthe estmornin thewhole wide world.

Jazzhasher ounmermaidtailcompany,PurpleRinbovw Tails, whicraises money fortransgenderhidren. TransKidsPurple
‘Rainbow Foundation i devote toasing uvareness aboutgenderdysphoria,offeringsupport ofumiles oftransgender
children,aswel a trans kidsdirectly.Thefoundation worksto educationand enlighten theeducationaland legal systems,and
societyto make tmoreinclusive andsupportive ofalltransgenderindividuals.
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http://www.lauraajacobs.com/transgender-gender-nonconforming-issues 

 
 

http://www.complexdwoman.co.uk/2013/08/complexd-
women/complexdwoman-debbie-van-der-putten 

 
www.huffingtonpost.com/nathan-manske/embracing-gender-
nonconformity-in-a-mcdonalds-parking-lot b 6665784.html  

www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/right-handsome-clothing-gender-non-
conformists-rise 
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https://detrich.com.br/2014/04/19/inspire-se-em-tilda-swinton 

 

 
www.afterellen.com/movies/49317-tilda-swintons-julia-finally-crosses-

the-atlantic 

 

 
www.kidsinthehouse.com/all-parents/family-life/when-talking-about-

childrens-gender-words-matter 
 

http://womanonline.co.za/Beauty-detail/bearded-woman-harnaam-kaur-
sends-moving-letter-to-her-younger-self 
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www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/an-open-letter-to-the-tween-girls-

clothing-store-justice us 57d54f2de4b0eb9a57b7acf4 

 
http://createdangerously.com/at-home-jobs-for-disabled-people 

 

 
www.50statesstaffing.com/travel nurse news july07.html 
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http://mensfashion.about.com/od/goominghair/ss/BlackHairstyles.htm 

 

 
www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/arts/tv-radio/article2755339.ece 

 
www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3219111/Genderqueer-student-18-

identifies-neither-male-female-just-looking-acceptance.html 

 

 
http://pakistan545.rssing.com/chan-15444699/all p921.html 
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http://hairstyles-galaxy.com/short-hairstyles/2016-short-haircuts-for-

women-over-50 
 

 
www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-

analysis/blogs/stateline/2014/01/23/size-of-gender-pay-gap-varies-by-
state-job 

 
 

 
www.latina.com/lifestyle/our-issues/why-we-say-latinx-trans-gender-

non-conforming-people-explain 

 
www.onlyimage.com/stock-photo/young-cute-boy-holding-a-soccer-ball-

over-white-background-341740 
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www.motherearthnews.com/diy/crafting/toys-zl0z0811zhun 

 
www.cruckers.com/best-medium-hairstyles-for-black-women 

 
 
 

 

 
http://literock969.com/a-quarter-of-the-time-women-do-this-mans-job-

impossible-trivia 
 

 
http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/04/gnc-dont-want-pass-for-cis 
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http://hollywoodlife.com/2011/01/05/my-princess-boy-dyson-kilodavis-

today-show-cheryl-dean-picture-book 

 

 
www.factfiend.com/that-time-david-bowie-wore-a-dress-just-because 

 
www.unmultimedia.org/radio/english/2014/12/better-access-to-

technology-needed-for-people-with-disabilities 

 
 

 
www.gabworthy.com/lifestyle/10-reasons-why-david-bowie-didnt-

actually-die 
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http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/nri/other-news/110-year-old-

Christmas-loving-Sikh-is-oldest-man-in-Britain/articleshow/45584968.cms 

 
www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/cute-little-girl-using-walker-royalty-

free-image/157440491 

 
www.artofmanliness.com/2012/08/14/heading-out-on-your-own-day-14-

establish-a-simple-cleaning-routine-and-stick-to-it 
 

 
www.herworldplus.com/lifestyle/women-now/singapore-woman-quit-

her-banking-job-become-drummer 
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http://petapixel.com/2014/09/26/mans-job-portraits-senegals-female-

auto-mechanics 

 
https://thesocietypages.org/socimages/2009/12/page/9 

 

 
www.littlethings.com/vintage-drag/?vpage=1 

 
http://paxonbothhouses.blogspot.com/2013/11/germany-allows-

indeterminate-gender-at.html 
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www.rapidgrowthmedia.com/features/092916-Rapid-Blog-Beau-

VanSolkema-on-GRCC-transgender-policy.aspx 

 
www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/pentagon-nbc-news-all-combat-roles-

now-open-women-n473581 

 
http://mamabee.com/20-funny-and-adorable-father-child-moments 

 
https://juliemcdowellphotography.wordpress.com/category/uncategoriz

ed/page/11 
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www.quora.com/What-do-women-think-of-men-who-wear-dresses-and-

dress-as-women-in-their-daily-life 

 
www.buffalo.edu/ubreporter/archive/2012 11 29/profile 

 

 
https://likelockedrooms.wordpress.com/2014/08/30/boy-skates-girl-

skates 
 

www.personaltrainerantonio.com/blog/youthful-body-with-the-right-
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www.nytimes.com/2014/07/27/business/a-disney-doctor-speaks-of-

identity-to-little-girls.html? r=0 
 

 
www.themodernjewishwedding.com/great-gatsby-inspired-

wedding/modern-jewish-lesbian-wedding-richard-and-tarap-hotography-
same-sex-wedding-gatsby-wedding 

 
http://sgblogs.com/pages/52862232-major-lee-mei-yi-will-be-the-first-

female-fighter-pilot 
 

 
http://screenanarchy.com/2011/05/hotdocs-2011-boy-cheerleaders-

review.html 
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www.menshairstylestoday.com/hairstyles-for-asian-men  

www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/jun/15/part-time-job-portfolio-
career 

 
http://ktla.com/2016/09/13/little-girl-drives-barbie-car-full-of-gifts-to-

neighbors-who-lost-everything 

 
www.phillyvoice.com/australias-oldest-man-knits-sweaters-penguins 
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http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/3230752 

 
www.miamiherald.com/opinion/issues-ideas/article11749862.html#0 

 

 
https://kristinapouliou.wordpress.com/2015/04/21/the-sexualization-of-
children-in-the-media-gender-roles-boys-cant-play-with-barbie-dolls-girls-

cant-play-with-toy-trucks 

 
http://proof.nationalgeographic.com/2013/09/17/visualizing-change 
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High School Lesson 1

GENDER SCRIPTS

Names:

Instructions:
+ From the time we are born, we are told howweare supposed toact,dress and speak

based on the sex we are assigned at birth—just as if we had been given a script and
asked to follow it throughoutour lives.

+ Inthe space below, please provide examples of some of themessages you orpeople
close to you have received about how we are supposed to behave based on whether
someone is assigned “male” or “female” at birth.

ASSIGNED FEMALE ASSIGNED MALE

QAdvocates
room,
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Sexual Orientation, Behavior and Identity:
How I Feel, What | Do, and Who | Am
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect, Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum
Fostering responsibly respecting young pecs rhs t honest seal education.

ADVANCE PREPARATION FOR LESSON :

NSES ALIGNMENT: + Prepare and post a sheet of butcher paper with “Yellow FlagSudens willbe aio: Cangunger oh and a hamingot ay blow Nag ne othe ord
1D.22.CC.2-Distinguish between “language” on the front board, over to the right side of theeatin Doar tshe main ocus of th lesson: Fold the bottomrnny pant tape to tn apo hat suns anol ee whats

de ti i
omoe LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Grade 8 - Lesson 2 By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:

+Nameatleastthreediferentsexual orientations. Knowledge]
2. Describe the three components of sexual orientation

(orientation, behavior and identity) and how they are uniqueeae neEoED, {rom and connedied 1c anc other nowtedgel
+ Teacher'sResource: Yellow ANOTE ABOUT LANGUAGE:
FlagLanguage Language is really important and we've intentionally been very
+ Projector and screen careful about our languagethroughoutthis curriculum. You may Compaminponettont| Botta engage NOL nEck yecoruutatsutsegaos lar
eter | using the pronoun Chey insteadof her or him using gender

onbutcher paper,prepared as neutral names in scenarios androle-plays and referring to “someone
described with avulva”vs. a girl or woman. This is intended to make the© mange Cumgamam meioofal genders and genderdenteYouwilER er Reetdeterminefo youel how ich an ow oftenyou can

+“Goal aamation do this inyour own school and classroom and should make
Mythor Fact?”worksheet adjustments accordingly.tent

+ “Sexual Orientation: Myth or PROCEDURE:
Fatspuwes oy STEP 1: Tell students that today's lesson is going to be about sexual
+ Homework “Who Do orientation. Say, “There's a lotofdiscussion in the media right now

Know?" oneper student) about sexual orientation - someof which istrue, some of which Isn't.
Today's class is going to look at some of the language around sexual
orientation and correct a lot of the misinformation that's out there.”

6010 your “Yellow Flag Language” chart an take down the bottomRal the paper to reset whatsin thre Ak theCass When
you see ayellow flag out in the world - like by a construction site
- what does that tend to mean?” Probe for the term or concept ofSon Soy Alok of times people ar taught cota ngagearound sexes rlentatlon ost utnghEofensiveo Wrong and
other times, there are words that are sometimes okay and sometimesFA A or ACatton peeve ing them.

Om



Grado Lesson 2
Sexual Orientation, Behavior and Identity: How | Feel, What | Do and Who | Am
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

As we goalong, Its very possible that some of these words or phrases will come up. If|
hear one - and if| use one, which | may do as | go through today’s lesson - I'm going to
walk over here and put that word or phrase up on the list. If you've used a word or phrase
and you see me put it up, please know you've done nothing wrong - you've actually helped
me teach!”(3minutes)
STEP 2: “Let's start with that term itself - what comes to mind when you hear ‘sexual
orientation?” Possible answers you might hear include.

+ whoyou like
+ Whoyou're attracted to
+ Whoyou have sex with
+ The first time you have sex
+ Your sexual preference

Write responses on the board. If any yellow flag language words (marked with an asterisk")
are shared, walk over tothe “Yellow Flag Language” chart and record them there. Tell the
class you'll come backtothese terms later.
Go toslide 6 and read the definition there. Say, “Two things should stand out to you about
this definition - what do you think they are?” After eliciting a few responses, go to Siide 7
and pointoutthetwo key points about the definition: thatpeople can be attracted to
more than one sex or gender,and that it's about who you love - 50 you can know what your
sexual orientation is evenifyou've never had sex or been in a relationship before. Explain
that f you're in between relationships you don't stop being the orientation you are.
Ask, “What names do we have for various categories of sexual orientation? For example,
if someone is attracted only to people of a different sex, what might that person call
themselves?” (Probe for “heterosexual.” Chances are, you will hear “straight Be sure to
say, “Straight - or heterosexual” as you put “straight” up on the yellow flag language ist).
Ask forother ideas, which may include:

+ Straight*
- Gay
+ Lesbian
+ Homosexual*
+ Bi or Bisexual
+ Queer"
+ Pansexual
+ Asexual

Note to the Teacher: The last three may not come up atall, and it's up toyou as to
whetheryou wish to explain them toyour students. Some classes will néed very basic
information, while others may know a bit more or be a bit more knowledgeable and/or
mature and thus be able to discuss the last two or three terms.
Once thelist is up, gotoslide8and ask studentswhat they think each term means. Probe
for:

+ Heterosexual - Someone who isonly attracted to peopleofa different gender
+ Lesbian or gay - Someone who is onlyattracted to someoneof their same
gender QAdvocates
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Grado Lesson 2
Sexual Orientation, Behavior and Identity: How | Feel, What | Do and Who | Am
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

+ Bisexual - Someone who may be attracted to people of their own gender AND to
people ofa different gender.

Note to the Teacher:fyou choose to describe “pansexual” or ifa student has used that
term, this would be the time to explain what it means - that bisexual technically means “two”
andpansexualmeans “all” So people who areattracted to more than two genders - including
transgender individuals - may use the term “pansexual” rather than “bisexual.” However,
Somebisexual peoplearealso attracted to more than two genders. The tem thata person
uses to describe themselfispersonal and can be unique to each person.

+ Queer - Thisterm can be used ina number of positive ways: Someone mayfeel
like the other categories are too restrictive and don't describe them accurately, or
Someone may wish to take back the negative meaning of the word and use itas a
positive way of describing who they are. (students often struggle with this term due
its prior negative use)

+ Asexual - If this term comes up, you would define it as someone who does not have
feelings of sexual attraction. An asexual person can still fa in love with and be in
romantic relationships with other people, but these relationships might not include
asexual relationship.

Note to the Teacher: Some students will add in “transgender,” mostly because they have
seen the acronym “LGBT” Be sure to tell them that being transgender is not about sexual
orientation or who we are attracted to, but it is about how we understand our gender. For
instance, transgender male also has a sexual orientation; he can identityas straight, gay,
bisexual queer, etc.
(12 minutes)
STEP 3: Go through Slides 5-11 to explain the concepts of Orientation, Behavior, and
identity. Then continue through Slides 12 20 to discuss the examples.
Note to the Teacher: In the examples provided on the PowerPoint, students will be asked
to describe howthey think a student identifies based on the examples given. fyou ask,
“How does this person identify?”andastudent says, “Confused”itwill be important to stop.
and talk about that so that al studentsfeel safe and accepted. A helpful response might be,
“Actually, that person isn't confused - someone who doesn't feel the same waymight be
because t's not them. But people feel the waytheyfeel- it's not anyone else's right to label
orjudge others.”

Askfor reactions and questions from the students (there may bea lot). Students may
alsobevery quiet—thisis alotof information—and it may confuseor overwhelm others
(20 minutes)
STEP 4: Say, “There's alotof talk In the media about people of all different sexual
orientations. Some of its true, and alot of itis Incorrect, Let's do an activity now to take a
look at some accurate information about sexual orientation and Identity.”
Distribute the “SexualOrientation: Mythor Fact?” worksheet to each person. Tell them they
have about s minutes in which to complete it individually.

OfteforYouth
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Grado Lesson 2
Sexual Orientation, Behavior and Identity: How | Feel, What | Do and Who | Am
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect,
Responsibilty: A K-12 Curriculum

After about s minutes, call time and ask them to pair up with someone siting nearby to
compare thelr answers. If there are questions where their answers don't match, ask them

tocirclethemtodiscussin the larger group. (7 minutes)
STEP 5: Using the “Sexual Orientation: Myth or Fact” Answer Key, go through each
question, asking different students to volunteer their answers. Have the class follow along
and correctany they may have gotten incorrect. (13 minutes)
STEP 6: Say, “Before we finish up, | want to come back to this Yellow Flag Language list

here on the board.”Go through each of thetermsthat are upthere, supplementing as
necessary from the Teacher's Resource: Yellow Flag Language. Once you have gone through
them all, ask if thereare anyother terms students have heard and if so, add them to the list
and talkabout why they should be used with caution.

Note to theTeacher: students might use derogatory terms here, such as “faggot” or
“dyke” or “homo. If any oftheseterms are used, be sure to explain that theyare red
flag words, notyellow flag words, and should never be used because they are offensive.
However, Some red flag words have been reclaimed—such as "queer'—and may be used by
an individual to describe themselves, which does not mean that someone should use these
terms casually to talk about others.
Distribute and explain the "Who Do | Know?” homework assignment. You may want to
explain to students that they should only use the nameof someone they knowifit's
okay with that person, and that its okay to not use their names. Also, remind them that
“transgender” and "trans" refer to gender identity but not sexual orientation. Ask students
to hand the homework in during the next class session. (5 minutes)

RECOMMENDED ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES AT CONCLUSION
OF LESSON:
The content provision of the lesson is designed to be an interactive lecture. As such, the
contributions of the class and responses to probing questions will be used by the teacher
to ensure they have achieved Learning Objectives 1and 2.

HOMEWORK:
“Who Do Know?” homework sheet.

Note: The Orientation, Behavior, and Identity concept has been usedbymany sexuality
educators over the years and is notan original concept to this curriculum. Original author
of framing orientation in thisway is unknown.

OfteforYouth. erYou,



Grado 8- Lesson?

Teacher's Guide: Yellow Flag Language

The following is a guide to some of the terms relating to sexual orientation that belong on
the yellow flag list and therefore should be used with caution. If some of none of these are
usedbythe students in class, be sure toadd themtothe lstyourself and explain them to
the class,

YELLOW FLAG | RECOMMENDED
TERM TERM

“Homosexual” was used as a mental health
diagnosis until the arly 1980s when it was
no longer seen as a mental disorder by the
American Psychological Association
Today, homosexual” is often shortened to
“homo,” whichis used asan insult o people
‘who are or are perceived tobe gay (or to

Gayor Lesbian | heterosexual people to mean they are stupid,
Tike “that’s so gay’)
Yet, itis also an accurate category of sexual
orientation that some peoplestilluse. If
Someane identifies as “homosexual”someone
else can't say “you can't use that term” Its their
Tight to use whatever term feels rght to them

The oppositeof “straight” is bent” or
Heterosexual | “crooked This can imply that there s

Something wrong with someone who's not
heterosexual.

“Preference” isa term that's used only about
non heterosexual orientations. I isintended
to minimize those who are anything other than
heterosexual by implying that thei orientation
is simply something they prefer rather than

Sexual sexual who they are.
preference Orientation | pqs a«yellow lag” term because bisexual

and pansexual people may say, I am attracted
topeopleof all genders, but tend to prefer

being inrelationshipswith____” Inthiscase,
the use of the word “preference” s correct.

QAdvocates
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Teacher’s Guide: Yellow Flag Language

YELLOW FLAG 
TERM

RECOMMENDED 
TERM

REASON(S)

Choice

Sexual Lifestyle 
or Gay Lifestyle

Queer

It depends on: 

Orientation

Behavior

Identity

Sexual 
Orientation

Queer, if…

Implying that a person’s orientation is a choice is 
offensive. Heterosexual people do not choose to be 
heterosexual, it’s who they are. Similarly, lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and other people do not choose to be 
their orientation, they are who they are.

People do not choose their orientation (their 
feelings of attraction). They DO, however, choose 
how, whether, and with whom they act on their 
feelings (behavior). They also choose what to call 
themselves (identity). This is why “choice” is a 
cautionary word and depends on how it is used.

“Lifestyle” refers to the manner in which a person 
lives their life. There is no such thing as one 
heterosexual lifestyle. Heterosexual people live very 
diverse lives. They have all different kinds of jobs. 
They are in short- and long-term relationships, they 
marry, they divorce, they have children, they travel, 
etc.

Lesbian, gay, bisexual and other people also lead 
very diverse lives. They have all different kinds of 
jobs. They are in short- and long-term relationships, 
they marry, they divorce, they have children, they 
travel, etc.

“Lifestyle” or “gay lifestyle” is a term used to make 
heterosexual people feel afraid of and disgusted by 
non-heterosexual people by creating stereotypes 
about how they live. When someone is depicted 
as different and less than human, it is easier to 
discriminate against them. Therefore, sexual 
orientation is always preferred over these terms.

Many people who belong to social or power minority 
groups will sometimes use offensive terms among 
themselves in order to defuse the negative power of 
these words. Many lesbian, gay, bisexual and other 
people identify as “queer” and many do not. Some 
will call each other “fags” and “dykes,” which we 
consider to be red flag words. This will be confusing 
to heterosexual people who don’t understand why it 
is offensive when they do the same.

As a general rule, it is best to use lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and heterosexual. Do not use “queer” or 
any other term unless a person tells you that that is 
how they prefer to be identified.  

Grade 8 - Lesson 2
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SEXUAL ORIENTATION: MYTH OR FACT?
Answer Key 

1.  You can tell whether someone is heterosexual, lesbian or gay, or bisexual by the way  
      they look or act.

MYTH

The answer here is actually “not necessarily.” Sometimes a person will act in a way that 
fulfills stereotypes about a heterosexual, lesbian or gay, or bisexual person. But people 
act, speak, and dress in all different ways, regardless of their sexual orientation. They have 
many different kinds of families, jobs, and interests. So while someone may guess correctly 
that a person is a particular sexual orientation, they could guess the same about someone 
with similar characteristics and be completely wrong. When in doubt, ask—or better yet, 
wait for them to share with you who they are. We all have a right to decide when we want to 
share personal information about ourselves with others.

2.  Most people know what their sexual orientation is by the time they are 13 years old.

MYTH

It’s different for everyone. Some people know their sexual orientation from a very young 
age. Many children who do not end up identifying as heterosexual say they had a sense of 
being “different” growing up, but they didn’t necessarily have the language to articulate it.  
Others are sure they are one orientation, and then they come to discover later that they are 
something different. Still others know very well what orientation they are but act in ways 
that will enable them to conceal it. This is particularly risky when it comes to safer sexual 
behaviors; for example, if someone were to get pregnant or get someone pregnant in order 
to hide that they are not heterosexual.

3.  The way parents raise their children determines whether a child is heterosexual,               
      lesbian or gay, or bisexual.

MYTH

The vast majority of lesbian, gay, bisexual, heterosexual, and other people were raised 
by heterosexual parents or caregivers. Similarly, there are lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
other parents and caregivers who raise heterosexual children. A parent or caregiver does 
not determine a child’s orientation by how they behave with their child, by their own 
orientation, or by the activities their children do at home or out in the world. (For example, 
playing with dolls does not “make” a boy gay—he may be and he may not be, but his 
orientation was already determined before he started playing with dolls.)

4.  If you try really hard, you can change your sexual orientation—regardless of whether  
      you are heterosexual, lesbian or gay, or bisexual.  

MYTH

Nope. You can change your BEHAVIORS, you can change your IDENTITY—but you can’t 

Grade 8 - Lesson 2
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change your ORIENTATION or how you feel. Feelings of attraction are discovered, not chosen.  
Sexual or attraction orientation isn’t something a person can turn on and off like a light 
switch. We don’t choose who we are attracted to. Sometimes we can discover new feelings 
of attraction—for example, always being attracted to one gender and then finding someone 
or others of a different gender attractive later in life. That is different from sitting down and 
trying to change the way you feel—or from going to therapy or to church to try to influence 
your feelings. That does not work and can end up doing real psychological or emotional 
harm.

5.  In a same-sex relationship, one person always plays a “male” or “butch” role, and the  
      other always plays a “female” or “femme” role.   

MYTH

Like in question number one, this is also a “not necessarily” answer. Most societies are 
stuck in a binary gender perspective—meaning that there needs to be a man figure and a 
woman figure in a relationship for it to work. As a result, people will look to a stereotypically 
“masculine” person to fulfill the “male” role in a same-gender relationship and a “feminine” 
person to fulfill the “female” role. In some relationships people do express characteristics 
that may be judged by some to be either “masculine” or “feminine”, but gender doesn’t 
necessarily determine this. For example, in a different-gender relationship, a female partner 
may support the family financially while her male partner is a stay-at-home dad and raises 
the children. In a lesbian or gay relationship, one partner may make more money and the 
other may stay home and raise children. It is circumstance that causes these decisions to be 
made, not the desire to “be like a man” or “be like a woman.”

6.  The majority of people in the world with HIV or AIDS are gay men. 

MYTH

Approximately 37 million people around the world are living with HIV or AIDS. Women make 
up about half of those cases, and children and men make up the rest. The vast majority of 
people living with HIV around the world are women who contracted HIV from a male partner. 
Also, keep in mind that many people have same-sex behaviors but do not identify as gay or 
lesbian. 

7.  With the 2015 U.S. Supreme Court Decision on marriage equality, lesbian, gay, and 
bisexual people now have all the same legal rights as heterosexual people. 

MYTH

The U.S. Supreme Court decision granting the right for same-sex couples to marry throughout 
the United States only applies to the right to legally marry. In many states, lesbian, gay, and 
bisexual people can still be discriminated against in the workplace, in housing situations, 
and in medical settings. The right to marry was huge decision relating to equal rights, but 
there is much work left to do to eliminate prejudice and stigma for lesbian, gay, and bisexual 
people. 

Grade 8 - Lesson 2
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SEXUAL ORIENTATION: MYTH OR FACT? 
Name ______________________________   Date ___________________

Instructions: Decide whether each of the statements is a myth or a fact and circle the 
corresponding response.

1.  You can tell whether someone is heterosexual, lesbian or gay, or bisexual by the way 
they look or act.  

   MYTH  FACT

2.  Most people know what their sexual orientation is by the time they are 13 years old.

   MYTH  FACT

3.  The way parents raise their children determines whether a child is heterosexual, 
lesbian or gay, or bisexual. 

   MYTH  FACT

4.  If you try really hard, you can change your sexual orientation—regardless of whether 
you are heterosexual, lesbian or gay, or bisexual. 

   MYTH  FACT

5.  In a same-sex relationship, one person always plays a “male” or “butch” role, and the 
other always plays a “female” or “femme” role. 

   MYTH  FACT

6.  The majority of people in the world with HIV or AIDS are gay men. 
 

   MYTH  FACT

7.  With the 2015 U.S. Supreme Court Decision on marriage equality, lesbian, gay, and 
bisexual people now have all the same legal rights as heterosexual people.  

   MYTH  FACT

Grade 8 - Lesson 2
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Grado Lesson 2
Who Do | Know?

Homework (Lesson 8-2)

Name: Date.

Instructions:Please complete the questions below, using people in your own life or
people you have seen in the media, whose sexual orientations you know. Please have
each eritry represent a different orientation that we discussed inclass also listed below).
And remember, a transgender or trans) identity is not a sexual orientation. Please do not
include thenameof anyoneyou know who might not be comfortable with you sharing this
information; instead, refer to them as a friend "family member”or “team mate." What
have you learned from these people about what tis like to be their sexual orientation?
1). Name:

How You Know Them:

Arethey: Heterosexual Lesbian Gay Bisexual Queer Other

Whats one thing you learned about being thatorientation from this person?

2). Name: —
How You Know Them

Arethey: Heterosexual Lesbian Gay Bisexual Queer Other:

What is one thing you learned about being thatorientation from this person?

3). Name:

How You Know Them:

Arethey: Heterosexual Lesbian Gay Bisexual Queer Other:

Whats one thing you learned about being thatorientation from this person?

QAdvocates
forYoutho nh,
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Grado Lessons
MYTH VS. FACT: GENDER IDENTITY AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION

Name: Date:

Instructions: Please read the followingstatements and indicate whether you think each is a
myth ora fact bycircling the appropriateanswer.

1. People can choose their sexual orientation.

MYTH FACT

2. People can choose their gender identity.

MYTH FACT

3. People can choose thelr gender expression.

MYTH FACT

4 You can usually tell a person's sexual orientation just by looking at them.

MYTH FACT

5. Agirl who is really athletics elthera lesbian or transgender.

MYTH FACT

6. A person can look like a boy or a man and feel on the inside like they are a girl or a woman.

MYTH FACT

QAdvocates
So



We live in a society which deems transgender people (those who identify as a gender other than 

that which they were assigned at birth) as being a type of “other,” which results in incredibly 

unjust obstacles. But because cisgender people (those who identify with the gender they were 

assigned at birth) do not encounter these obstacles, or do so at a much lower frequency, they may 

not realize that they have some advantages as they move through the world. The subtle (and 

sometimes, very explicit) advantages that cisgender people may experience in a society that does 

not “favor” transgender people is what we call “cis privilege.”  
http://everydayfeminism.com/2016/02/130-examples-cis-privilege/ 

Cis Privilege in Education 

1. You are less likely to face harassment or violence for using the bathroom or locker room that 

aligns with your gender. 

2. You are less likely to be asked to wear a school uniform that does not align with your gender. 

3. You are less likely to be bullied by students and faculty alike on the basis of your gender 

identity or expression. 

4. You are less likely to face resistance when asking to be recognized by your chosen name. 

5. You are less likely to face opposition when asking that your chosen name be listed in 

programs, certificates, class rosters, and other places where your name might appear. 

6. You are less likely to be barred from attending gender-specific events, clubs, or schools, even 

when those spaces are intended for people of your gender. 

7. You don’t have to worry that a health center on your campus will not be able to provide you 

with competent care on the basis of your gender identity or expression. 

8.  The curriculum at your school is more likely to center the experiences and perspectives of 

people who share your experience of gender. 

9. You will not have a teacher, classmate, counselor, or administrator question the authenticity of 

your gender. 

10. You are less likely to drop out of school due to the harassment you face on the basis of 

gender identity or expression. 

11. You won’t be questioned or interrogated about your genitals by others while at school. 

12. You will not have your academic performance impacted due to the anguish of gender 

dysphoria, bullying, and inadequate social support. 

13. You are less likely to be misgendered by others while at school. 



14. You are less likely to hide your gender identity or expression due to a fear of bullying, 

suspension, or even expulsion. 

15. You are less likely to face pressures to alter your gender expression for the comfort of those 

around you. 

 



- Rk SanDiegoUnified

Many people-including transgender people (those who do not identify with the
J sex they were assigned at birth)-identify as either male or female, but some

people do not fit neatly or identify within the categories "male" or "female."

A - a woman or a gender that is different than either male or female. Some people
 £ don't identify with gender at all and some people's gender is fluid and changes
= over time.

. Some societies-like ours-tendtorecognize justtwo genders-male and female.
The dea that there are only two genders icalleda“genderbinary.Therefore,

5 “nonbinary” is one term people use to describe genders that don't fall into
: a one of these two categories of male or female.

Facts about nonbinary people TERMINOLOGY—
Nonbinary people are nothing new. Transgender a word that

1 Nonbinary people are not confused about esssilespepeWhose
¢ their gender identity or following a new fad- games enily asLc asal nonbinaryidentities have been recognizedfor thoywareassignedatith

pF Set ‘millenia by cultrues and societies around the
world. Cisgender: a word that

- describespeoplewhose
Sho sS Most transgender people are not nonbinary. Paruiar ipnaly Niks malty3 G hesoxheywere assignedat3 L While some transgender people are nonbinary, es

-_ IT most transgender people have an identity that
is either male or female. Gender Binary. a system

a natcategorizes gender3s
faling into oneof vo

A : . categoriesmaleateLi Respecting nonbinary people
Ne.

I [1 | Nonbinary people may use different pronouns. Since some nonbinary people
L donotidentity as “male” or ‘female,theymayhave pronouns other than “he or
2 “she.” Although somenonbinary people use he/she" pronouns, many use the

pronouns theythem”(ex:‘|am meeting Cris tomorrow. Theyarereallyexcited’)
orother pronouns. Ifyouare unsure,justaski

i ——————————
J For more information, questions, or LGBTIA support contact the Youth Advocacy Department

J YOUTHADVOCACY.US I] vovmecvocacv@sandinet
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WHAT DOES "LATINX" MEAN??? “a

>”
{

Latinx is the gender-neutral alternative to Latino

and/or Latina. Used by scholars, activists and

journalists, Latinx is quickly gaining popularity
among the general public. It's part of a “linguistic |

revolution” that aims to move beyond gender

binaries and is inclusive of the intersecting

identities of Latin American descendants. In

addition to men and women from all racial

backgrounds, Latinx also makes room for people
who are trans, queer, agender, nonbinary, gender
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The Calfonia Healthy Kids Survey (CHES) as collected as ikly to report being aad of bing beaten up thn thir
eal information fom middle and igh school students nontransender pers (11.6%) Th same is true or LGB
for over 20 years. Th survey questions cover a wide range Youth (22.6% versus 10.9%.
of heath relate topics, including physical activi,
ution, drug use, bullying, mental health, and protective
factors at school. Beginning with the 2013-15 San Diego County Middle School and

Hertshares,ov,son,obserdents EIT
were also asked 0selfidentify as mle, femal,or 12,5871GB 2,331 Transgender
\ransgender. These two questions allowor the comparison
of health-related behaviors and experiencesof lesbian, ay,
bisexual, and transgender youth (LGBT) with those students. Bssouth Sry Lore
‘who do not identify as LGBT (non-LGBT). ransger ily ivere sione Ni torepon

itv ¢ ) having been pushed, shoved, slapped, hit, kicked by

Chapman University in conjunction with the ACLU of someone or more mes ana schol campus than hee
Southern California has analyzed the data from the 2015 non-transgender peers (19.5%). LGByouth were also more:
administration of the CHKS to better understand the health- Pialy to report the same (20.2% versus 18.9%).

laced status of GST youth in San Bega Couns. LGB youth were more likely to report having sexual jokes,

How Many LGBT Youth? comments, or gestures directed at them at school (5.5%
In 2013,5.0% of California middle and high school students versus 29.0%). Transgender youth reported similar
identified as lesbian, gay, or bisexual, with 95% of students. experiences with 50.7% reporting being the target of Seal
identifying as non-LGB and 0.8% of students identifying as jokes, comments,orgestures at school versus 30.6% for
transgender. In San Diego County, the number of students. fonransgender sudents.
identifying a5 LGB was 5.4% and the number dentin 25ahis Almost hlf (63.0%) of sel identified LGB youth report
schools in San Diego Countyfor the 2014/2015 school year belaypulled!hrs —lesbian,oy pensi
this percentage translates to approximately 12,587 i ort routs
Students dentiying a5 LGB in this age group and 231 report being bullied because someone thought they were
identifying as transgender. Thefollowingare someofthe lesbian, gay or bisexual. Among transgender youth, 38.8%a were bullied fo the same reason versus 7.2% amon non.
adminstration transgender youth
Asartot Alcohol and Drug Use
LGBYouth were more likely (3.7%) than their non-LGB. Looking.jo etme peel alcohol and other drugs across
peers (1.2%) to miss school in the previous 30 days because ony 7through 12,t vs wer asieiia ilar,

hey did no foe af a school. Transgender youth were iifo nbs er
also more likely (5.8%) to miss school than non-transgender Used 8 particular Grup, Lifexine useof alcohol was higherHasan 6)oni 1%. i for LGB youth (40.9%) than for their non-LGB peers (23.1%).

Transgender youth also showed a higher rate (34.1%) than
sutory nontransgender youth (24.2%).
Transgenderyouth were 3 times moe hey than thie non | so fr Goth nd
transgender peers to report not feeling safe at school fetime useof marijuana was for LGB youth and
(158%versus 5.2%). For LGB youth, 0.8% admited 0 not 14.9% for youth identiyinga non-LG8. A siilr disparity
feeling safe at school compared with 5.0% for their non-LGB was evident for transgender youth (27.19% versus 15.7%).
peers. Transgender youth (23.7%) were twice.



Youth Engagement and Connection to Scho
LGB youth reported a higher use of methamphetamine and LGByouth were more likelyto say thatthey didnotfeelcome doing oiHotha tha non18 pars (11. cls people hsscholhn dd shi oon G8 pects
versus 1.6%) with transgender youth reporting a similar (19.2% versus 11.5%). Transgender-identified students wereSopanty 6 Hern 50) ven lo ty 0 repr ong con 0 pol at cho

(23.7% comparison to novragende stents
In an average class of 30 students in (11.9%.

San Diego County, two of those
Soniahele When presented ith thesatementfel he fom por ofhs schol, 1G youth were oss ly agree wih i

Semon (299%) when compared wit non168 prs
Mental Healt {13680 Tansgenderyouthwere mre tn wie lyoeestnts of mena bests oso tht he did nor el The thy wre prs of hl

en otras school shoe (32.94) compared 10 nomasgonderudents
becauseyoufeltverysad,hopeless, anxious, stressed,or (14.1%).
ony doing the pot ty dys 20% G5 responded
in the affirmative, compared with 8.2% of their non-LGB. Responding to the statement Teachers atmyschooltreat
peers. Transgender youth reported similar experiences with studentsfairly, 17.7% of LGB identified students were more.
26.5% having missed school because they feltverysad, likely to disagree with the statement compared to 14.3% ofpeSRaddasl heena peors. Togooder was ven re
transgender youth. likely to disagree with the statement than non-transgenderSudo (30 vers 1.45)
When asked Did youseriouslyconsiderattempting suicide
duringthepast 12 months? 46.2% of LGByouth reported Moving Forward
that they hadseriouslyconsidered attempting suicide The resultsofthe CHKS survey responses highlight the
‘versus 11.9%of their non-LGB peers. Similarresults were importance of increasing positive connections and
found or anger youth anh 44.8% admin racecos wag 10 reste ole ae nsive
Roving sotconrad mide vrs 101% of rr nivonmers fo our ean, go, Boer nd amgendec
transgender youth. When translated into real numbers, this youth. These protective factors should:
Incas the mone yornS DgCoun
approximately 6,859 middle school and high school LGBT + Guarantee that allyouth—and especially LGBT
youth seriously considered attempting suicide. identified youth--have caring and supportive adults

To speak with and to mentor thr.
Protective Factors + Come schootenormethtresf,
rate faces are the condions and sures a a oreand cha of
ho hat hl hind sates hom orotl brm [do——
cones These re the aman lores ond amore neathcay mon (GBT youth.
ross a cho sh ho “pratct aga he sk + eseapporuniesfo LGBTyouth 0egogeincers aresdy mentored bre meant poriipaionin schol ad
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